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A TZCWREIIGU SIUDY OF THE DYNAMIC EROFERTIES

m HEztcomERaIADE

By H. Retssner and M. Morduchow

W work herein presented a a theoretical study of the dynsmic
properties af 1%* rotors cuvers:

1. The derivations of the angles of attack of the inflow, of the
b~.sit ion variables - pitch, flapptng, and lagging – and
of the aerodynamic and inertia forces acting on hinged heli-
copter (lift~rotor) blades in the huvering and in the
traveltug states

2. The development and solution of the equilibrium cmnditions of
the blade system ti the hovering and h the traveling states

3. The development of the frequsncy, stability, and damping proper-
ties of the hinged, sufftciently rtgid rotor blades during
hovering and traveling

The method of solution of still oscillations about a state of
simultaneous rotatim and traveling has in this paper been carried through
for only small speed ratios.

This mthod was applied to four cases of diverse constraint conditions
between the thz%e angles of pitch, flapping, and lagg+. The results ere
signfficemt in regard to restoring force and to mode; frequency, phase,
damping, an@ amplitude ratios. The nuniberof modes qnd of independent
amplitudes is, of course, equal to the degree of freedom. Each mode in
hover~ corresponds to one frequency, but in traveling each mode c6nsists
of three frequencies of fixed amplitude ratios and fixed phase,&Lfferences
but with only one free amplitude. However, the amplitude ratios of the
two additional frequencies to the original amplitude are, in all cases which
have been computed numerically, smaller than the speed ratio. The results
for the four cases treated show marked advantages obtainable by appropriate
kinematic constraints-between the three angles in regard to safety against
resonance, to damping, =a to auixmatic ad@tm3nt.
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The problems of blade+ngb control, stability of motion, zwsonance,
and flutter of helicopte&blade systems have not as yet been fUJly treated.
This fact seems to be dbstantlated by the presence of disturbances in
present-day rotor operations which have not been fully explained. Ho
camplete theory encompassing the effects of dif’fen?ntnwthods of articula-
tion and angle control appears to be known. These problems are C~Of30~y
interrelated through their dependence on the dynamic equations of blade
motion.

FrEWous publications have dealt mainly with the perfozmence of the
helicopter or with the stabiMty of the equilibrium of steady flight of
the complete helicopter system with very special assum@ions in regard
to the blade and hub connections.

It is believed that the problem of smooth operation of a helicopter
must be attadmd in a more general way, and for this reason must be
dtvlded Into at least two parts; ~ly,

(1) The fxee oscillation of the blade system about the different steady
states of fllght

(2) The forced oscillations of this system causedby the reaction of the
fuselage, by irregularities of torque, by gusts, by tran6itlon to
another state of flight, by flying in a curve, and so on.

Froblem (1) again falls into several parts. .The ffrst part deals
wtth the conclusion which can be drawn from the results of the thmry
of small osoillaticms about a steady state of motian applied to a system
of sufficferrtlyrigid blades hinged to a driving hub. The rigidity of
blades is sufficient to give the mal behavior of.the blade system if the
natural frequencles of a blade, treated as rigid, ~ small in comparison
with the lowest natural frequency of elastic vibrations of a blade.

The second part,not treated in this paper, would have to dsal with
the superposition and intemt’erenceof elastic vibrations, or what is the
sauM, of elastic waves of the blades on or with the rigid+lade oscilla-
tIons in those cases when the blades are appreciably flexible. The
e.nalyslsof this phenomenon would require the fntegration of the equa-
tions of deflection - and twist - vibrations of the blades, under the
action of the MAI. aerodynamic end i-rtia (including centrifU@ )
forces and under the effect of the boundary conditicxM at the hinge and
at the tip.

The flutter problem, meaning the determination of the critical
velocity at which damphg ccefficienta bec~ negative, so that self-
excited oscillations arise, has not been covered in this paper for two

r

v’
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reasons. The first reason is that the critical velocity at the low average
% v

reduced ratio ~ of the blade will, in general, not be reached, especially

sl.ncethe blade is stiffened by the restoring centrifugalforce. The
second reason is that all other sources of instability and resonance should
be mmaved first before going into this difficult problem more deeply than
p~vious authors, who have simply applied results of straigh~wing aix
foils. It is not improbable that scm& inms unstable oscillations appearing
in stationary flow, with no phase differences between bending and twisting,
have been mistaken for flutter.

This investigation was conducted at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
under the sponsorship end with the financial assitisnce of the National.
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

s
X,y, z

SYMBOLS

rightaand cartesian coordi.natesjfixedto hub of .bl*
(see fig. 1)

.

right4and Certesian coordinates, ffxed to blade sys~m
(see fig. 3)

en@m velocityof hub

veloctty of flight (called traveling) in any direction, for’
example, forward, sideways, or backward

angle between plane of rotation and velocity vector V

mu posltim of blade center line (~ = O when x+is
coincides with projection of ~ on plane of rotation)

tire, seconds

maximum thichess of blade cross section

angle between plane of rotation end zercAift line of chord
(called pitch angle), positive from y to z

angle of attack
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of rotation and center line of blade
Sngle), positive upward, that is,

angle between x-s and proJeotioa of center line of
blade on plane of rotation (called lagging -e),
positive backward, that is, from y to x

values of e, P, c in steady state of flight

values of e, P, ~ if steady state of flight is hovering
state (subsoriut c = Constant)

deviations of e, ~, L from values in steady state &
eqtilibrtum, that is, from t?o,

distance of blade-hinge center frm
(see fig. 1)

distance of point of center line of
(see fig. 1)

tip radius of blade

P03 !0
axis of rotation

blade frcm h- center

vector of resultant velocity 7 + ~ in steady flight

rectangular components of ‘T

real part of mmplex oscillatim frequency p

inner radius of blade lengbh (see ffg. 1)

v
!J= -# also a geometric constraint constsnt in case C, OSCILLATIONS OF

BLKDE SYSTEM IN EOTI!R~G, and IN LOW-SPEED TRAN33LING

we = that is, speed ratio
a+ ;

Si

k

imagfnaky psrt of complex oscillation frequency p

defined by equation (13), k s 1
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R-=
s Arar

ri

P

u

u

‘complex

chord of cross section of blade

chord of imwn?most cross section

unit vector of zercd-ift 1- of

(r = ri)

cross section of blade

component of relative inflow veloclty tn plane of cross
section of blade

component of Vnc~ in direction of

component of v ncl normal to 61

circulation around cross section of
●

blade

distance ratio,between center of gravity ad aer~c
center of cross section of blade (see fig. 4)

moment c~onents about X1—3 Y1-s zl-sxes, respectively

(see fig. 3)

mommt of momntum vector of blade

axea of blade cross section

moments of inertia of cross section of blade

volunw integraIs of moments of tnertia (see equation i61-))

density of air

density of blade material (ave~ density in case o?
fr-d structure)

complex cfrculsr frequency of oscillation

( ‘)complex freqmncy ratio Re,n + i si,n

real frequency, cycles per second
‘)

1 $Sl,nji
(
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+%
log — logarithmic decremmt

An+l

B, F, D complex amplitudes of
respectLvely, about

K, h, v constants in kinematic

h q- Multiplier

C*
c2~ = —

l+z?qe

()R2YC*
%,n

Oscillation of ~, 9, ~,
steady state of flight

constraint conditions

‘lJk2Yk3 values of integrals given by equation (21)

g acceleration due to gravity

AERODYNAMIC AND CENTRD?UXL FORCES AND MOMENTS

IN STEADY HORIZONTAL FUGHT

The aero@nemic forces acting on a blade when it is rotating in a
conicel path and elso maving horizontally will be determined basically
by mans of the Kutta40ukowki lift theorem. This print~ple requins
tluitthe components Qf t@ total relative inflow velocity T and also
of the circtition 17 first be obtained.

A r@h&hand Cartesian coordinate system will.be umd, in which the
z-s coincides with the axis of rotation, or axis of the cone, and Is
directed upward, though nat necessarily exactly vertical. The axis of
the conical path of a blade Is supposed to coincide with the z-axis,
which, from an accurate standpoint, implies that the connection of the
hub with the driving shaft is such that the blade system tilts with the
hub. The x+is, moreover, is in the direction of’the am (of length e)

w

i?
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of the hub. (See fig. 1.) Instead of using the direction of!flight,
which is assumed as horizontal in this paper, as the sxis of refer+ce,’
it is equivalent and more convenient for the kinematic analysis to con-
sider the longitudinal axis of a blade as fixed and the line of action

7

of the veloci~y vector as rotating. Tk.velocity vector will, in general,
not lie in the plane of rotation .xy but will make an sngle 7 with it.
(See fig. 2.) Thus, while the direction of travel, that 1s, of Y, is
assumed to be horizontal (or nesrly horizontal), the plane of rotation xy
will be tilted at sn angle 7 to the direction of flight (travel), so
that the normal z of this plane may be tilted forward in the direction
of flight and possibly also sideways. It is possible in this way to
treat the motion of all blades ly analyzing only one as a ssmple.

As seen from ffgure 1, a concentric arrangement of the flapping and
~~ hinges at distance e fkom the axis of rotation Is assumed. Such
an arrangement appears to the authors to have the advsntage of transmitting
the large centrifugal force on one (spherical) bearing surface with lower
(unit) pressure than h two smaller surfaces of the sleetieb&@ngs.. More-
over, it is shown in this emalysis that the’actual value of the s-11

w distsnce between the hinges has little influence on the stability
characteristics of the rotor system.

u
Relative Velocity Components

Let Vx, Vy, Vz be the components of the.relatlve (travel) veloctty

of flight, that is, relative to the x, y, z coordinate system, which is ‘“ ‘“
for this purely geometric discussion considered fixed In space. Moreover, .
let vnx, voy, vnz be the components of the relative rotational velocity

of a blade. Then the components of.the resultant inflow velocity (excluding
the induced velocity) will be

(1)

As in ordinary wing theory, the induced flow across a helicopter blade
will be tskn into account by the changed (induced) directi- of the

w total inflQw; whereas the induced change of magnitude of the velocity
is ne@igiblR.
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The following notaticm is used

Q. W@.u velocity of hub due to

distance along blade ~asured

centroid axis of blade

NACA TN NO. 1430

in figures 1 end 2:

torque OF engine

outward from hinge point H

flappfng angle, that is, angle between line r and xy-plsne

lagging angle, that is, angle between x-axis smd projection of ~
on xy-plane (It may be noted that the positJve direction of ~
is opposite to that of O.)

~singleperiodically traversed by velocity vector, that is, angle
between x=axis end projection of relative velocity of flight T
on xy-plane (in accordance with the kinematic inversion)

angle between relative velocity of flight ? and plane of rotation,

9

.

that fs, Xy-plane 9-

Frcm figure 2, the components of 7 are:

r

Vx=-VCOS7C08~

‘Y =
-vcosy sin*

1

‘z =-veiny I
llromfigure 1 and the fact that the
to–the line r, and to the z-axis,

‘me’ -

‘!JY” -

‘J-lz=0

(2)

rotational velocity Ffi is perpendicular
the components of 7* are:

QrCosp sing

In prncticsl cases p, {, end 7 will be mall
sensa that pcw+rs of-theee-qu&tittes &bove the second

(3)

quantities, in the
can be negleettd.

Moreov;>r, when it is considered that the apprecfable centributio= to lift
nnd torque will be ad-e only by the blade farther out from the hinge, it
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is permissible to t-at e/r slso as a smell quantity for all values
of r contributing to the forces. That is,

9

P<’l, gc<l, y<<l, q<<l (4)

where

Thus, by adding
introducing the

equations (2)
dimensionleas

end (3),makinguse of equation (4), and
variable

w the components of the resultant relative velocity, to second puwers of

Lift C!onponents

According to the Kutta-Joukowski theorem
a blade is given by the vector product

where p is the density of
yesultent relative velocity
*ion vector. The direction

Et =p7x T

the fluid medium,

(5)

the lift per uni: length of

(6)

? 13 the vecto~ of’the
(see equation (5)), and ~ is the circvJA-
Of ~ coincMea with that of the bo$undvortex

line representing the blade; that is, the direction of F” is the sszH as
that of the vector F. The magnitude of the circulation ~ is given by
the cm”dltion oflfinite velocIty at the trailing e@e of the zero-li‘t
chord ~ CT a blade. The radial component, that is, the con nant of’

Ythe velocity parsllelto the blade axis r, will have no inf uenca
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on the value of r, because the circulation integral following this
radial.component, which is the sam above and below the blade, is zero. e

Thus r itself is determined by the velooity component in the plane
pe~ndicul.ar to the blade axfs; whereas the lift (see equation (6) ) is “
determined by the total velocity vector (including the radial component).
A well-lumwn formula gives the mgaitude of r by

r . flcvnc~
1

(7)

where

c chord Of.cross section

component of T in plane pexqxmdicular%Cl velbcity
In plane of cross section of bla&

to r,that is,

a angle of attaok, that is, angle between 7.. and 61, line of
of zero lift of cross section -1 A v

The velocity component Vncl can be determined as resultant of Vn and —

r
and Vcl, where

Vn component of V in plane of blade cross section (at any r) perpen-
dicular to zer-lift line c1

vc1 component of

If e denotes the
1ine of an airfoil

A

V in phne of cross section paraJJel to c1

pitch angle (that is, the angle between the zero-lift
section and the Planeof rotation), which like B, ~,

y, and ~ may be considered a fir&order smell qu&ity, then, with -
the dirsction cosines of the vectors ?1 and F (see appndix A), the

expressions for ‘Cl d ‘n$ to second+rder small quantities, are found

9’ + E3’
2 I w

The angle a can be obtained from the relation
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Vn
a%tana=—

v
c1

(&)

whereas V..l can be obtaimd from

From equations (8a) end (8b) it can be seen that V= is first order
small, whereas V’cl is finite; it follows from equation (7) therefore

that to second-order small quantities

v

or, from equation (8b),

d

{
r=ndh e(l+~)”+w

Therefore, by expanding the vector prduct of equation (6),using
the velocity components (equation (5)) and the direction cosines of 7,
the lift components par unit length of a blade, to second orders, are
found to be (see appendix B):

%* 6J- fipcQ2r2~(l+ ~ sin*)~G + ~{~ c05 * + e 8iXl* - 7]

%
*

1- fi~&r~(7 - ~ COS *)P + W(cos * + e ‘m * - 7)=

[

~

Lzg . tic&?2p 0(1 + !2q)+ w~13 + 2!$) cos * + (2~ - Pg) sin $- ~

+ql$cosv+mslnv-y] +v%inv+~cosv)

x ~(sin ~ + K cos *) + t3(cos‘$-

}

gsinv)-fl

It will be obsened that, as might be expected, ~t end Ly’ are

of a hifier (second) order small than L.’ (which is first order small).

(lOa)

.

w
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Drag Componente

The drag components per unit length of span of a blade can be de-
termined as follows: Inasmuch as the drag D* will be perallel to the
resultant relative velocity V, it follows that

,

The total &rag per unit length can be expressed by the equation

~’= %’(%+%) _.

(n)

(12) . . ---–

where ~ and Cq are the parasite and induced changes of the angle of

attack, respectively. It may be remarked that equation (12), although
not e~ct, is correct to quantifies of second order, since, by observing
the second-order smsllness of ~t and I& the total lift to quantl-

ties of second order may be given only by the z-component Lzs.

Frau equations (11), (12), end (5) it is seen, by considering ~

-9 as first order sndl, that Dz’ ‘#Illbe a thfrd-order smell

quantIty. Eence to second orders,

As can be seen from equation (12), it is suffIcient, in order to determine
Dxt and D=* to second orders, to consider only the finite terms of

v v,,, aid v.●Y? Thus, from equation (5),
Q?

v%

For purposes

J==x . Qr(l + w sin *)
Y ~W

of investipatlng stability it wU1 suffice, in order
avoid needlessly coaplics.tedintegrations, to replace the radical

to
factor

in the foxwgoing expression for V by an average value. Thus, taking

2u*- as the highest expected speed ratio,
3

.
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it is seen that the hsximum of
l’+(l::o::,y”’~l” l.o”

for the highest expected velocity v(W = 2/3). Therefore, there cu he ,

written .-..

where k va~ies from 1 (for hovering, or (
v . O) to 1.087 for high-peed

ratio ~ ~
)

We . Thus, by use of equations (lQa), (U), (12), and (13),.

the expressi.or&for the x- and y-omponents of the drag per unit length,
to second+rder small terms. are found to be:.

-1

For purposes of investigating stability, when the assumptions or
zpp~oximationb need not be as accurate as for Performance$ the induced
emgle of attack ai may be approximated by the average elong the radius,

which can be taken from the well-lmmwn formula for elliptical wings of
aspect ratio AR in rectilinear flight:

The angle of attack a can be detemnined from

Vn
cL*—

v
c1

Hence, by using equations (8a) and (8b) and supposing AR = 8, the
expression for the induced engle, to first orders, beco-s

4

p3+ti(13cos tb+9sinlY -y)q.q (15)
. l+usin$

——-—
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When, for simplicity, the case of hovering (w = 0) is considered,
it will be noted from equation (15) that if the bla~ angle 9 is assured
as constant along the blade (see next section), then the induced angle of
attack has implicitly been assured to be constsnt-. However, because the
chord will be taken as a parabolic function alo~ the blade decreasing
toward the tip (see equation (18)), the drag force pr unit length will
also decrease parabolically. According to the theory of minimum drag of
rotating airfoils, the induced angle will increase slightly near the root
and then decrease, also slightly, toward the tip, according to a function

of the form ~ proportional to ~, where w is the axial co-

()
1+ E2

w
ponent of kf~ow velocity, which is equal to the induced velocity in
hovering. When the multiplication by the chord is considered, a more
exact determination of the drag force according to the aforementioned
induced inflow distribution cannot cause much difference from the results
of the assumptions made in this paper, particularly because for the blade
treated as a rigid body oscillating about its hinge, only the resultsnt
moment of -g

The blade
C- by llX3aIlS

enters the dynamic equations.

Pitch An@e

sngle is determined by the weight which the blade has to
of its Mft force.

to consider only quantities up to
tion (lOa),

L.

For this purpose it will be sufficient
first order small. Thus, from equa-

‘=0

T

A

Lyt =0

The l~t term of equation (lOb), where A is the axea of a cross section~
represents the inertia force for the case in which, for We + o> the

flapping angle 130 in steady f..ightvaries periodically with ~(= SW), -

thatrifa,with time. The ideal requirement would be”thatithe lift of a
blade element be constant during a cycle.

T
The pitch snglE- O wotid.then} .-

according to equation (lob), have to V~Y (with V) alo~ the cfrc~erenc-e ●

as follows:
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Lz t
+ # g~ a2~o

e= P “e

($m2Yrc(l+ll sin*)2

fi equation (16) Lzs, Qr, v, P,

15

V(P Cos If-y)

l+w13in*
(16)

and 7 must be considered as

constant on the circle at radius r while ~ is chenging from O to 2fi.
~quation (16) would require a freely twisting blade, which, of course,
would be difficult to realize. Therefore, it may henceforth be required
that only the total force component ~Lz* & be constant (that is, be

independent of *). Then e, which will be dependent on ~, can be
determined as follows: ASS-

e=ec+d9 (17)

WhOrO ec s f(r) and A9 = g(*~ Bs 7~ v) but is independent of r.
This Msns that the blade is desi~d sufficiently rigid so that, for
change of pitch, it csn practically be rigidly rotated only about its
radial axis.

I& ri be the radius of the inuermost section of the blade, or

the Palm of r at which the blade b&gins to bec~ effective in lift.
The following dimmsionless quantities, moreover, in which R is the - -
tip radius of a blade, will henceforth be used:

A8 an example, i“twill be assumed that the variation of the blade chord c
with the radius r is parabolic. This provides “a decrease of the lift
to zero at the tip of the blade and represents in a way the decrease of
circulation towsrd the tip, without making it necesssry to enter ir@ the
theory of the trailing distorted helical vortex sheet. Thus, it is suppo8e~
that
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() 1 -0 1/2
C=ci

1- Si
(18) w

It seems appropriate, moreover, to choose for en exemple the basic pitch
angle ec for the hovering state (W = 0) as constant (with r). It

should.be remarkd, however, that this assmnption, as well as that of
equation (18), fs suggested only by way of an exex@e to fix the ideas
end the order of magnitude and approximate form of t~ functions appearing.
Whether these or other exemplifying reasonable assumptions are chosen will
have only a negligible influence on the frequencies apd on the stability
cOnditions.

m e=ec, IJ=O, and equation.(18) into equation (lob), end set

sR W1Lz~&=—- NE
nn

‘t Cos 7

whexw W is the weight of the helicopter, and n is the number of blade6.
Then by evaluation of the integral In equation (19), with the substitution
of equaticm (.10b), the expression obtained for 9C, to first powers of Si, -
is found to be

w 105 (20)‘c = @3 $#ci &m(2 + @

In order to find N, put equation (17) into equation (lob) and again
require the condition of equation (19), s*stittiing for W in terms of
ec by means of equation (20). Then the e~ssfon for N, if powers

of St higher than the first are neglected, is found to be

r ( ]

%.
+e eo(s~~) (~ + ~ekls~~~+( ~co~ - y) ~ + ~eklsfn~ + ~ ~ _

Z@. p “k3 a~ (21)

2 kl Si112v1+21.1ek@.nv’+lle

where

JR

J
R

~2 c& rcdr
ri 1

kl=~ ~ %=Rr: p
‘J

, k3 mR3 dss2c

f
r2c dr

f
rc& ‘i

‘i ‘i
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With the assumption (18), the values of kl, k2, ‘d ‘3’
to first

●

powers of Si, are:

Only the total lift force Lz has been calculated.for the purpose of

determining the blade angle. The other force resultants Lx, Ly, Dx,

end Dy follow, by integration, from their unit values (equations (10a)

and (14-)), and determine, together with Lz, the reaction of the hub

and the fuselage. They are not needed in this paper, which confines
itself to the blade system.

Aerodynamic and Centrifugal tints
.

In order to detemnine the steady-state flapping and lagging sngles
130 and ~ and to investigate the stability of the helicopter rotor,

. it is necessary to obtain the momnts acting on the blades. The monxmts
about the following -s must be determined (see fig. ~):

The

The

The

me

Xl+.xis, giving the twisting momnt which in some way must be

held in balance by the pitch~hanging Mchanism of the h-

Y1-axis (perpendicular to the ~-exis, end, lilm xl, pemllel

to the xy-plane), giving a condition for the flapping angle PO

~is, determining the to&ue per blade

zlxis parallel to z and passing through the hinge point,

giving a condition for the lagging angle co.

Twisting rnomnt about Xl+xis.- By referring to figures 3 and 4, it

is found that:

J’
R

.
%cl=% c-” ti(Il - I&U# +

ri Jr: ~-c~- ‘=) ‘z’ Cos e Cos p

( )(%- lcg - lac ‘+D
) 1 f

~2e R
*c0se6inp ti-a@—xl 1P dr (22a)

&? ri .



where Mac iS the (qerodynaudc)moment about the aerodynamic center and
can be expressed as

J’

R
Mm =

%
& gczdr

‘i C2%

The density of the blade materiel is a;

‘1 (:’ ~:)~~”’~ ~~~~’
momnts of Inertia of a blade moss section

%1 -’J
sin 20 is the produot of inetiia about the X6- and y6-axes

(referred to In equatio~ (60)) of a cross section. In the following
text the abbreviation 112 ~~dr (11 - 12) wUJ. be used; ~ denotes

the poler momnt of inertia of a cross section about the y6- and ze~s

(see equation (61)); ~cg ami Z= (see fig. 3) are the distances of

the centroid and of the aerodynamic center, respectively, of a blade
cross section fram the leading edge of the altioll section. The abbrevi-

ation f = will henceforth be used. The last term of equa-
C

tion (22) represents the twfstlng moment of the inertia force for the
case In which, for we ~ O, t~ pttch @e OS in steady flight,

vsries periodically with *(= Qt), that is, with tinw. Analogous
inertia terms will also appear in the expression for the mo~nts biyl
and Mzl, equ&ions (23) and (29), respectively. These inertia terns

are all derived in detail under INERTIA FQRCES AND MOMENTS AND EQUATIONS
OF OSCZLJATION and are given in advanoe here only to make the expressions
for the m-nts ~, k$l, and MZ1 complete.

c-

.

The second term of equation (22sL).represents the xuommt contribution
of the distribution of the centrifugal foroes in the cross sections. The
third term of equation (22a) is d= to the fact that for rlgid~ody oscilla-
tions the centrofd axis (see fig. 3) (which will genetily not pass though
the aero-c center) must be taken as the referenoe axis. For elastIC
vibrations with the twtst an@e equal to zero at the root the shear center
(which for airfoil sections, however, lies very near the centroid) must
be substituted for the centroid.

By keeping in mind the ozxlersof magnitude of the terms involved and
rejecting all terms smaller than the second order, re?mmbering that

will, in general, be negative, and assuming (as appears reasonable) “

~ ~Z.g~2acj
z f Is constant (x 0.15) along the blade length r,

w
the expression (equation (22a)) for Mu may be written as follows:
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Mcmsnt about yl-axis.- It will be seen from figure 3 that this moment
is:

J’
R

+
r’co@’J’’+”%$’~H

‘i

J
R

where Y= = Ar2 dr.

‘i

(’3)

h equation (23), the differential dC of the centrifugal force is
given by

dC = Q’rl dm = Q2r1Aa & (24)

where A is the cros~ctioml erea of a blade element at the distsnce r.
The ValUS Of rl can be obtained from

rl’ =82 + (r cos B)2+ 2e(r Cos P) Cos ~

or

to second-order small quantities.
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The value of (t -(J can be determined (see fig. 5) from the

approximate relation

or

\ Al

to second-order emll quantities.

When equatiom (24), (25), and (26)
terms smaller than the second order are
bec~s

are put into equation (23a) and
reJetted, the expression for M@

where

The last term of equation (27) represents the effect of the weight of a blade.

Momnt about zl~s “F-rom figure 3, this mcmmnt Is seen to be gi~en by

From equatiane (24)ad (26), ‘Z1 ‘o
written as

second-order small terms can be

(28b]

w
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Finslly, the moment about the -s will be
.

To second+rder small terms, this may be written simply as

(2gb)

It may be renwrked that the center of pressure on a blade at my speed
ratio we moves radially with the angle of rotation *. This motion of

? the center of pressure is, however, taken into account by the momwnt-
equilibrium relations between the ssrodynamic, centrifugal, weight, and
inertia forces. This radial displacement is compensated for by the change

. of pitch angle 0 with the azimuth angle ~, which can be accomplished
by either a swash plate (sufficient near hovering for the first hsmmnic
term) or a csm plate (for higher speed ratios). At higher speed ratios
(not treated in this report) the problem of the blackout of lift toward
the root of the retreating blade would have to be considered.

Figure3 shows that any force components in the xl- and yl-directions

are related to those in the x- and y+irections by

When it is remmibered that Fxc and Fyc em in thts case the second-order

small quantities ~S, ~1’, DX*, and Dyr and that ~

small, it follows that to second orders

Ffi~% Fxc, FY18 SF c
Y

-. This simplification will be used in the following section.

Explicit expressions for moments.- The four mommts, as

equatio~ (22b), (23b), (28b), and (29b) can be evaluated by

is first order

given by

Using
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equations (lOa) and (14)
tion (18),for the values
that is, ”along the blade

NACA TN No. lk30

for the lift and drag componmts and the assump-
of the zer-lfft chord c in terms of r(or s), .
SXIS. In the evaluation of these moments, for

the aua~sis”~iven here, all terms smaller than the.second order have
been reflected,and for further simplification, even second-order terms
have beem neglected when they appear as additions to firs&order or finite
terms (fo~example, as h Lzt). Moreover, powers of s,

hi~her than “
the ffrst hava for simplicity been neglected. The resul& ob~ained for
the moments exe then (see appendix C):

‘a =
t

1%[[+l%%i ~4c
1

1+ Si+ 41Je(l+ Si) Sinv+ 3ve*(l-si)(l-coa a)

r#-
4 ’112-
.

For hovering (we = O, , = ,C),

(-) -T(l+si)[,c%c,-2@cfc.:’ac]

@%3ci2
=

c

422 ec 7
12

J

(30b)

where,aa before:

+2esin*- 7)

(Sla)

.

.
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.

For hovering,
.

Mzl = -

+

+

, +
(34

.
For huvering,

()
M .-E
Z1 c 315 ‘p

~4Ci ,.~~ + ~e~ + uefi C (32.)

$Mz=~l-~ ge~ (33)

E~r8ssions (31a) and (32a) for tw mo~nts Myl md Mzl~ ~s@ctivelY>

will be used in the sectim ~Y STATE ~ HOVER= AND ~ IWS-
TRAVEUNG to determine the steady~tate values of p end ~, which will
be constant in hovering, and functions of V and we in traveling. These

e~re ssions for the maaents will *O be used in the folluwing section to
determine the “quasi~lastic 1’moments (that is, moments dependm on the

deviation fra the steady+tate equilibri- position) during an oscilla-
tion.

@

FORCES MO MCMENTS DUE TO SMALL OSCILLATORY

DISPLACEMENTS AND TO WXLOCTJl=

Sn order to treat fully the questions of frequencies, amplitudes,
and s%ability, the fores end m-nts

due to oscillatory displacements
, .
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must be determlmd. These will be the quasbelastio and the aerodynamic- -
damping terms in the final dynamic equations of oscillations about a
state of steady motion. The oscillatory displacermmts end vel~ ltfes
which must be c~idered ,bin are the angular dlsplace?mnta B, ~, ~
and velocities p, c, 6. Because only natural (or free) oscillations
about a state of steady flight are treated in thls anelysis, the fluotua-
tIons (in magnitude or direction) of the rotational sped as caused by
change of engine torque and of the translational inflow velocity V.

.

as causedby gusts or change of angular position of the driving shaft
will be left for a later reseexch. These latter fluctuations would give
rise to forced oscillations, which could be treated by the SSXM general
method as gtven herein for the free oscillatIons.

h the following analysis, squares of oscillatory displacements end
velocities will in all cases be neglected.

Quaei-J!LastioMommts .

The quasi-elastic terms, which must be used In the @namic equations
Of oscillation, can be determined from expressions (30a), (31a), ~d (3~a) .
for the moments by putting

e=

in these expressicm.
for the steady state,

e. + T, i3=Po+?n (do+

In equation 34, the subscript
which is constent for hovering

r (31L)

o denotes the value
(We = 0) but a

function of * for travelimg (Ve # O), whereas the bar denotes the

mall oscillatory changeEI(var@ng wlfh ti~ ) about the stea~ s~ate.
The quasi-elastic terns are the moments due to the changes 9, P, and
~. By putting, themfom, equation (34) into equations (3~) t;o\32a),
subtracting in each case the moment for the steady state = ● B = Po;

and C = ~o)> end neglecting powers of the oscillatory changes higher

then the first, the following expressions are obtained for the (aero- _
tQmemic and centrifugal) quasi+ lastic terms:

—

(%J {
Y@?dcf(l + Si) _

= f e+2ue(2bn*+Fco s*)
qe 12

[ 1]+3~e2(l _ 2Si) ~ S~ * + 3(1 - C_OS*) - CQ2 ~ 112 (35) -
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+ Ue% Cos if+ F sin if) sin *] +

()Mzl = - 41r#?R4ci
qe

[

-& F~p+*o)+.e

cos * + 2F sin V)

Components of To%l Relative Inflow Velocity of Oscillation

By refening to figu?.%1 end using the fact tha~, at any distance r
along a %lade from the hinge, the linear velocity r~ due to_angular
oscillations of the flapping angle till be perpendicular to r and will
lie in the plane which contains r and is F9rpen&cular to the xy-plane,
it is seen that the velocity components d~ to rp will be:

Similsrly, use of the fact that the linear velocity r ~, due to oscilla-
tions of the lagging angle, will be parallel to the xy-plane snd perpex
diculsr to the projection (of length r cos B) of tQe blade axis r on
the xy-plsne yields for the velocity components of’ r~:
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.

‘Yk=rcOsBcOO@r~

v“=(.)
z{ J

All approximations made in this entire section are up to second-mder
small terms●

The contributions to
chsnm3s of the velocities

NACA TN No. 1430

(39)

Damping Forces

tke aer@namic forces following fmm the
c~ctiated in ewatiom (38) and (39) can be

dete&ined in the following general mammr. The veloclty increumts
must be added to the corresponding expressions (equations (5)) for the
velocity components. The forces end moments are then detemined by the
sam procedure as in the section AERODYNAMIC AND OENHWWU FORCES AND
MCX4ENT.SI?l9J!EADYHORIZONT~ FLIGEL’,and the damping temus will be those
containing the quantities { and P in the expressions for the forces
and mczmmts. In this manmr (see appendix D), the expression for the
total circulation to second orders is found to be:

. .

r=
[flc~f3(l +T)+w(B+!%)cos *+(e-K)8ti*- ~.e~ - ~ (40)

Q

Then, by the use of the KuttaAoukowski r?lation given fi equation (6)
(see appendix D), the hcremnts due to 13 and & in the lift components
per unit length, are found to be

r

The additional drag components per unit of blade span,
can in accordance with equation (U) be detemnined from

(41C)

to second orders,

●

✎✍
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where AD* is the incremnt in the resulthnt drag
according to equation (12), by

Therefore, by putting equation (klc) into equation
equations (43), (5), and (13) into equations (42),

Vz
at-m~
v

~a maybe given,

27

(42)

(43)

(43) and then putting
the expressions for

the additional drag components exe found to be:

1
(44)

ADzw = o 1
As h the section AERODYNAMIC AND CENTRIE’U2AL?XEK?ESAND MOMEIW?S
HORIZX?l!ALFLIGKU, ~ may be obtained from eqution (15).

Demping Mcmmt e

Damping ~nts about the hinge point are caused by damping

IN srEmY

.=

forces
distrib~ed-over the length of the‘spa of a blade and acti~ with t@eir
radial levers. Such momnts appear furthermore as the effeet of the
pitch+ngle oscillation. This latter effect, for the moderate velocities
appearing i.nhelicopter flight, csn be calculated by msns of an apparent
chenge of local sngle of attack under the assumption of quasi+tationsry
flow. This calculation (see appendix E and fig. 6) leads to the relation .

(*) sR

;2 du.— tiv C3
b c1

‘i

—

where, from equations (8a) and (18),

s

R

i 5F+sJF+ si+’’e+ ~e(s&*+’c0s’l ’45)
drvc.c3 = G%& 3 2

‘1,4
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This simplified approach is made for the damping momnte, although it is
well laxmn that for high valuss of oscillatory and inflow velocities an
effective change of camber of ths airfoil, as well as the reaction due
to the trailing vortices of the flow around the airfoil, would have to
be considered. As has been made plausible frcmthe theory of strai@t-
moving airfotls, however, these effects are small for velocity changes
occurring in helicopters. A sufficiently exact theory, moreover,
including radial velocities and helical distorted vortex sheets has
not yet been develo~d.

Another Problem which must be considered in a further development
of the dynsmic theory of flexible blades, with or without fixed roots,
is the influence of phase differences between flapping and twisting due
to the distance between the center-of-gravity axis and the elastic axis.
This problem does not appear with hinged and sufficiently rigid blades,
which are assumed in this paper.

The damping effect of flapping and lagging man be obtaimd from the
expressions for the damping forcee per unit of blade length in equa-
tions (41a), (41b),@c), and (U). If the ~nts of these unit forces
are integrated over the length of a blade analogously to the mthod of
equations (22b), (23b), end (28b) for steady flight, the following
damping moments, including also the effect of pitcqe oscillation,
are obtained. The incremnt h ~ due to damping will be

f

R

i

R

‘%
i

R
=-p cMac VolAVCIC*dr + f aztcd??-~~ VC1C3 dr

‘i ‘i
ri

(46)

‘where Vcl (see appendix F).is to be detemned from the components

AVX , ‘TY‘ and AVZ of-equations (38) and (39) and from the direction

cosines Zc,, %,9 end. nc, (see appendix A). Similarly, from

equation.(25), th~”increment~in %1 is seen to be

%1= -J’;%’ r &

Finally, in accordance with equation (28b), the aerodynamic
-1 dampina mmnt about the Z1-axis will.be

R
mzl =

J( )
ALylg + ADyl: r dr

ri

(47)

and centrifu-

(48a)

●

w
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As shown before,
+

to second-rder small quntities. Therefore equatibn (44) may, to second
orders, be written thus:

(48b)

Putting equations (41a), (klb), (41c)and (44) into equations (~),
(47),and(Mb), neglectm terms smeller than the second order (t*@

c%
snd all oscillatory velocities as first order smsll),and rejetting

powers of si abuve the first results in the following ex@icit expressions

b
for the aerodec demping moments (see appendix F):

+ 7Q - 2sJ.eMl if+ , Cos v,
-1

i

{[
ffi2e+2Ve(13 coslJ+ sin*-

‘z ‘2{lcMacl
1

(1 + 2W8 sin $)

.

1)+ 2qe + ‘21.Je(sinw + c Cos If) (49)

(50)
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In addition to the aerodynamic damping moments given In equations (49)
to (51), there may, in general, be “pseud_ing” moments due to a change
in the angular velocit~ O caused by t. This chemge can be determined
by substituting ($1- ~) for Sl in expressions (30a) to (32a) for the
aerodxc and centrlfugal moments, subtracting in each caee the monmnt
when c = o, and neglecting squares of ~. It will be obeened from
equations (30a) to (32a) that each of the moments in the steady utate is
proportional to ~, that is

M = GQ2 (52)

where G is a function of e, ~, ~, $, and so fotih, but not of O.
Therefore the pseudo4amping mommts

%
M will be of the form

(53)

,

In steady flight, however, the angles (0 and p. will so ad$wt them-

selves that the moments Myl sad Mzl am both zero. Moreover, it may

be asm.umd that by some me&s or other, for example, counterweights, the
mcmmnt &l will also be balenced. Therefore the value of G as defined
by equati~ (52) will be zero. It
(because G is obviously the same

~d%=~d

follows then from equation (53) that
function in equations (52) and (53))

Hence, the effect of ~ on Q need,not be considered.

INERTIA FORCES AND MOMENTS AND EQUATIONS (X?

The derivatIcn of the inertia forces end moments
time rate of change of--themomnt of momentum vector
coordinate system rotating about the driving shaft of
with angular velocity .~. It is well known that with

OSCILLATION

(54)

may be based on the
B referred to a
the blade system
such a coordinate

system the cerrtrifugd forces, the centrifU&&l momnts about the blade
axis, and the Coriolis forces mustbe added to the other impressed forces
(in this case, aerodynamic and gravity forces).

The blade system is
hub &riven by the engine
assumed to have a coxmnon
cenfierfor the moment of

.

.

assured to consist of blades, each hinged,to the
shaft, and the hinge system for
hinge center, which is then the
mcunentumvector.

each blade is
natural momnt
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.

.,

It is true that for reasons of detail design it is often found that
the flapping hinge end the lagging hinge are not concentric; as only the
eccentricityy of tbe lagging hinge is of importsmce, however, it is a very
small loss of generality bti a great advantage in simplicity to assure
concentric arrangmmmt of the hinges. It may even, for the developuwnt
of lsrger systems, be convenient to support the entire centrifugal forces

● by one spherical beering stiace instead of by seversl necessarily smaller
cylindrical bearings, each of which must support the entire centrif@
force.

Mmk3nt of Momentum Vector

The basic dynamic theorem is expressed in vector notation by the
equation

;=G (55a)

where B is the mcmnt of monmtmn vector,

;Z$

and R Is the momnt vector of centrifugal, relative acceleration,
Coriolis, aerodynamic, and gravity forces.

b Cartesian coordinates, equation (55a)

The vector ~ and its rectangular conmonents

csn be e~ressed by

=M z (5*)

must now be developed in
terms of the positions and Teiocities ~f the mass particles of the bladesj
whereby it Is sufficient to consider one sample blade.

The general relation in vector notation is given by

Wb~ ~b denotes the

radius vector from the

With U, V, end

.=J dqb XT) (*a)

resultant velocity of a blade elenwnt, and ~ the

moment center (h- center) to the particle.

w as Certesian components of ~b and x, y,

and z as those of ~, equation (56a) is equivd.ent to tinefo~owing
three component equations:

Bx

1

= f dlu(wy- Vz)

‘Y
= f dlll(uz- Wx)

Bz = J dm(vx -w)
,
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The integrals
elemmts of a
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in equations (56a) and (56b)must be ta.km mer ~1 =ss
blade.

The velocity vector ?b, or its rectangular components, must now

be expressed by the condition that the blade is kinsmaticslly constrained
to move about the hinge center. This fact, in vector notation, is
eqye ssed by

where 6 is the vector, wtth ccmpomnts ~, ~, and coz of the

angular velceity of the blade. In Cartesian notation equation (5Ta) is
expressed by

u“~-w, 7
“=J%-T I

.

Inserting equation (5V ) into equation (56b)Jti factoring out the density
a of the material of the blade gives T

(58)

( )1
Bx . ‘~ - T’% - ~xzu)za

(By “ ~fly - ~’z~z- ~ ~Yx%)
( )13z. ~z~z-zz+-~ U) u

Zy y

where the mommts and products of inertiaare defined (in the usual way) by

1,x.ffdlldr(yp + z~), q J’f u .rp + .9S’JYZ =ff ~ 4X2 + @ ,,,,

?P =
ff

dA dr yz, Tzx =
ff

dA dr 2X, 7* = dllarxy

and where the bar over I i.sintendedto emplmsizethe.volum integrals
as 0pp08ed to area integrals appearing later (cf. equation (61.) ). The
coordinate system x, y, z (see fig. 1) in ~neral does not coincide
with the centrotd coordinate system fixed in the blade, except when the
parameters B and ~ are zero. It is therefore advisable to transfomn
the moments and products of inertia to the coordinate system fixed in
the blade. This transformation is simplIfied by the fact that .s coln-

cfdes with r~ Y8 with C~ ~ ZS iS nom to c ~d t~t O~Y
the first powers of the angles @ end ~ need be considered. Thus

.

,
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The

X=r, y=re-b~ z=zs+~r

expressions (59)then take the following forms:
.

(60)

where

IP=J’(Y:+ZB+%1,8=].s%IZ*+*%7A
and whsre A denotes the cross section (varying with r) of a blade. In
equation (61) it has been observed that the static momnts about the
centroid axes are zero.

Tins Rate of Chsnge

The tinm rate of change of

of Mo=nt of Momentum Vector

the momnt of mczmntum vector ~, with
the condition that squares-and produots of angular accelerations e@ angular
velooities shall be neglected, whereas the produots of accelerations and
the stationary angles So, PO, W co sM1 be ~tained, Cm n~ fr~

equations (58)and (61)be e~ressed as follows:

. The blade angles 13, B, X C ti this equation are provided with the
subscript o in order to emphasize that they are parameters o.fthe
steady state, which are constant in hovering and functions of $(= ~t)
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in traveling. In order,.to~xpress the
angulsr accelerations 8, ~, and ~

NACAT!iNo. 1430

moment of momentum vector by the
instead of, as before, by the

angular accelerations &z, ~, and ~, the following transformation
may be applied by the projection of the components ~ = e
and WI =–~ on the axes x and y.

&

The corresponding campmcmxh of the vector 5 cgn be derived similarly
by the relations

.

br=&- C$y

5yl = 5XC0 + i
Y
1

(64) .

Applying equaticms (62)and (63)yields

2
The centrifugal (inertia) forces and momnts are taken into account in the
gections giving the conditiom of equilibrivn of%srodynamic and certtrlfu- .
KL%lforces, especi~y in steei@ fli~t (see SI’TMDYSTATE IN HOVERING
AND IT?WW=PKED TRAVRLTNG).

8
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Coriolis Momnt Vector

The veotor &c of the Cmriolis acceleration is given by

In the case considered herein the vector
with the z+xis, that iS,

of rotattonal

(=)

velooity coinoldea

The vector produot of equation (66a) therefore consists only of the two
components:

e’cx 1
=.!32V

acy = 2QU

1

(66b)

By virtus of the relations (equatfon (57%))between the velocities u and
v of a mass pexticle d the angular velcmities a+ ~s - (DZ of

oscillation about the hinge, the Coriolis forces of’

al’Cz =0 1
e .X= dm,iy.zx-(yj }

al’Cy ( j=.llm2Qaz-u)zy
Y

The total moments of this vector distribution up to

a mass element become:

(=)

small quantities

(cross products of ~, ~j Uzs
()

p, and () of second order, if n z ~

as compsred with 1, is neglected, are thus:

.
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“J
By use of the transformations (equations (6o))
to the blade axes and the notations (equations
inertia of the blade, it Is found that

MCx =0

of the moments of Inertia
(61) ) of the moments of ,.— —-

1

.

(6P)

MCz J.- map,= 2m~13Ei

where, in the last terms on the righbhand sides, the relations (63) have

been inserted.

The transformation to the moments about the hinge-EMs yl of the
—

flapping angle j3 and about the axis r of the pitch angle e is ~ain
derived as in equation (64) and yields, to eecond+rder small quantities,
the results

Mc. =0 1
(67c)
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The entire
* - (67c),

mmwrt of momentum vector is now given by equations (65)
that is, by:

.“ ir - Mcr

i

*yl -Mcyl

$= -Mcz

Equationsof Oscillation

The equations of oscillation are formal by equating the inertia
mmmits (equations (68)) to the aerodynamic, centrifugal, end damping
monwnts.
tions are

9 ir =tiuz’r

Thus, by using equations (65) and (67c), the oscillation equa-
seen to be:

..- .. -

&013r12+ Hgouqa+ 2&130d2-~= M + AdMylyl (70)

h these equations ~,
relations e ~ e. + e,

9, and g are the total velues, as given by
and so forth (equations (34)),end the unknotis

in the foregoing equatias are the deviations ~, ~, end ~ from the
steady state of equilibrium.

Equations (69) to (’71)can be written in slightly simpler form as
follows: From the definition of the quasi-elastic momnts (given in the
section FORCES AND MOMENJX DUE TO SMALL OSCILLATORY DISPLACEMENI!S) it
follows that, for the aerodynamic and centrifugal moments .

.
‘= Mqe+Mo

where M is the total momgnt (that is, 9 =

quasi-elastic moment, end M. is iihemoment
over, for the damping momnts,

(72) ,

) Mqe iS thee. + =, etc. ,

in the steady state. More-
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~=z%_M+4&.. M (73)
o

where, shilarly to eq~tion (72), AM is the total damping momnt
(e s e. + 3, de.), ~,,,M ie the totsll.damping nmmnt minus the

damping momnt ~ ~..,M for the steady state (e = @o, etc.).

Henoe, using the relatlms (34), (72), and (7’3)and observing that
the steady-state mcmwnts must by themselves add up to zero for each axis
yields the following simplified set of equations of oscillation:

.

b

.

●

The right-hand sides of these equations can be obtained from equations (35)
to (37) and from equations (49) to (51).

Relations emcmg Geometric Constants of a Blade

For purpcses of simplicity, it will be convenient to use certain
relations among the geo=tric properties (for example, moments of inertia)
of a blade appeering in the foregoing equations end elsewhere. With the
data of the helicopter heretofore assumed, tne following relations can be
derived (see appendix G):

(77)
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STEADY SIMTEIX HOVERING AND m LCX’ASEEEDTRAVEm

In order to solve the equations of oscillation, it is necessary to
determine ftrti the values f30, Elo, and <0 of the pitch, flappi~

snd lagging angles, respectively, of the blades in the steady state.
They will be calculated herein for the cases of hovering and low-speed
ratio of trave13ng.

If in the steady state the load-carrying condition (equation (19))
for e, tmt is, its VdU8 eo, is by some mesns enforced, then P

and ~ , as long as no kinematicconstraints are imposed on them, will
adL!ustthemselves freely, so that the momnts

%
~ and Mzl are zero.

If kinematic constraints exe imposed it is still possible, by certain
pmadjustmmts, to make these ~nts zero for the same steady-state
Vallms j30 Snd go as without constraints.

In traveling it has been shown that it is necessary to change the

?’
itch angle e along the circumference of the path of a blade
O < ‘$< 2n) in such a way as to keep constant the force ccmponent

perpendicular to the plane of rotation. This aim, however, will lead
to difficulties ff the blade is continued too far ixnmrd, that is, to

ri
a value si. —

R
so small that this inner pert of the blade, when on

the retreating side, does not find a positive relative inflow velocity.
If this case cannot be avoided, then an additional sideways tilting A7
of the axis of rotation would be necessery to counteract the mommt A Lze

by a momnt of the’weight WAyh (h = distsnce from center of gravity”of
structure to center of hub). A force component transverse to the direc-
tion of flight would arise. A loss of total lift Lz would also result,

and therefozw it shall be assumed in the following discussion that Lz

can be kept constsnt slong the circumference by msns of a periodic change
of the pitch angle t3.

It shd.1.not be discussed in this paper in which manner, tbt is, by
which mechanism, cam device, or tilted swash plate, the vsriation of the
pitch angle e may be reelized. It may be assumed that this has been
accomplished in scm way.

Hovering

For hovering, the steady-state velues of f3 and ~ can be readily
obtai~d from the expressions (31b) and (32b) for the moments (M 1’,

()

.Y)c

and Mzl . Thus
c
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Formulas (78) and (79) can be interpreted also as an indication that it
is possible to regulate automatically the equilibrium velue of the pitch
sngle Oc by the equilibrium values of the flapping and the legging
angles Pc end g=.

.

Low-Speed Traveling .-

Although the angles 19, 8, and K will be constant in hovering,
they will, in travel~ng, have to vary periodically during each revolution
under the action of the weight of the system and the fnertia, damping, .

and Corlolis forces of the masses of the blades. It Is necessary to cal--
culate these angles because they appear as vsriable coefficients in the
differentid. equations of oscillation. ●—. —

.
This csd.culatlon,however, may be simplified by assuming the s~ed

ratio we to be a quantity stifIciently small so that second end higher
powers of It may be neglected. In the calculations_it will be treated
as a firstirder small quantity. Such a simplifi.cationis advisable in
order to gain a ftrst access to the behavior of the blade system in the
transition from hovering to traveling. From the l@@edge gained by
such a first analysis, it will then later be possible to proceed to the
extension to higher speed ratios.

The steady-state pitch angle e. must be determined from equation (21),

which, reduced to first puwers of We, asswms the form:

(80]

Whe r“
.
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end where P*” IEIs~osed to be also developed up

(See equations (81) ad (85).) It.may be remerked
equation (21) as far as it mnoerns the term with

unity, since Po” 5.salready itself a.Second+rder small quantity. (The -

to first

that the

Post c=

41

powersof we.

denominator of
be taken as

demplng term ih Pot given by equation (klc) has been neglected in this

section but was later found to be of the nonnegligible order 2. h the
section ~ OF DAMPING OH E?l?EADY=ATE AIXX5S IM TRAVELING this
term has been incorporated into the (3., PO e~ressfong. It can th~

be finally stated that Po” end pot are the otiy dynamic terms which

must appear to obtain equations (95) end (96).)

Equation (80), however, is not sufficient to detemine Go, because

the m3.ue of the term PO” appearing in it depends on the equilibrium of
mcments about the yl-axis. The moment

%
is given by equation (31a),

which, strictly speaking, nmst contain in addition to the inertia temn

ti21H~” a COfiOliS term Mc=l = - mcIHPo ~. (see equation (67c)), a

damping term (equatim (70))proportionalto toeojmd two inertia terms

(equation (65) ) proportional to ~~eo sad to do~o. EUh Or these e,ddf-

tional terms, however, is smaller than the second order and ~ therefore
be neglected in equation (31a). (See, however, additicmal term in ~.

from equation (X) in (91).)

gives now (by using equation

P;+ Bo@+2qe) .c2po+

Equation (31a) for %1 = O (without (91))

(77)):

( )J 2g1211ej3ccosv+2ecsin *-7 -—
0%

(81)

By eMminat ing j30” from equations

between 130 and t30 is obtained:

[
~+~e)’o=’, 2’0+6’C+ ‘2-(

(80) and (81), the following relation

6q)ve (IcCOS $ + 2eC
)1

28sin w-7 -—
S12R

(82)

By double clifferentiatim of equation (82) and then substitution for PO”

in equation (~), a differential equation in (30 clone appears, ~ly,

_&p+Oo=ec+
~e7 - h’weecsin* - 211e13cCos ‘#‘

3° (83)
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The only Integral.of
periodic in terms of

mcA TN_.No, 1430--r .

equation (83) not containing fme oscillations arui
Sin* Snd COS* Can be readily shown to be: .

This relatim must therefora be assured as
the pitch angle eo.

If equation (84) is put into equation
is obtained for the steady-ate variation
namely,

F

c -.

the steady~tatm variatton of

(82), ar.analogous expression
of the flapplng angle $.,

1- —

Finally, the expression for go must be obtained from the momnt

equilibrium about the Zl+xls. From equation (32a) for Mzl and from .

expressions (65), (67c), and (50) for the inertia, C?orlolls,end damping
momnts, it is seen that up to second+rder small quantities, Khe moment
Mzl iS

(86)

- By setting Mzl = 0s the particular tntegrel (without oscil.latfon)of

the resulting equation is seen to be

(87)

Influenceof Steady* ate ~rtia Terms

It is interesting to observe the effeet the dynamic forces and momenta
in the transition from hovering to traveling have on the values of the
engles eo, $., and (0 in the steady state. If the dynamic terms

were neglected, then from equations (80) and (81) the values of 130 and

Do would be found to be (prtis are used to distinguish from the correct

values)



.

When equation

that with the

2g

-x
(88) is compared

numerical values

the same as 80

(*)

with equation (~) and it is remembered

used in this report k2 = & it is seen
except for some slight differences inthat eo* is

the coefficients of sin ~ ad cos ~. Thus the dynamic terms appear
to have little effect on the value of the steady-state pitch angle.
Comparison of equation (89)with equation (85) shows that, as for the
pitch angle, the value of PO* differs from that of PO o~Y ~ the
coefficients of sin ~ and cos V. These coefficients in ~Ot (without
the effect of the inertia
(with the inertia terms).
angle, on the other hand,
equations (86)and (87)).

terms) are four-thirds times those of PO

The stea@-.tati value go of the lagging
is not affected by the dynamic terms (cf.

Influence of Damping on Steady~tate -es in Traveling

In relations (16) and (21) for the pitch angle e, the inertia
terms of the blade appearing in the steady state of traveling have been
taken into account; whereasthe damping terms have been neglected. It
seemd advisable, on second thought, to consider also the influence of
these damping terms on the steady43tate angles eo, $., and $..

(This influence, however, will not appear in the results of the oscilla-
tion analysis for low speed ratio We, as it would only lead to tenm of
higher then second order. For higher speed ratios, nevertheless, the
damping terms would have an influence on the final equations of oscillation.

Damping terms givenby equation (klc) must first be added to the
expression (equation (lob)) for the total lift gradient Lzs. In view

of orders of ma@tude, these terms may be reduced to the single term

(90)

.
Addition of this term has the consequence of adding to the numrator of
the expression (21) for Ap the additional term —
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(91)

and to the expression (32.8)for the steady-9tate value of %
~ the term

(92)

Compxring expression (92)with the inertiae~mssim appe=ing in eq~-
thn (31a)shows that both ere of the sem order of magnitude. As haEI
been seen In equation (87), the value of go will remain ~c to seoond-

order small terms. In order to fInd the angle variables 190 end P.

of the steady state for we ~ O (bti we *1) the equilibri~ CO*i-

tions (equations (80) and (81)] of the foroe Lz and of the mo?mnt MY1

must be complemmted by the foregoing terms. Thus, @_stead of equat~o& (80)
and (81), there is obtained .

Writing

Pot’
eo=ec - We( )W=sin*+$ccos V-y +—+Po’ (93)

&*

l+z?qe
+ P. —+

&2

)
Pot’

v -7+— + Do’
&2

2g

/R8c2

.

(94)

—

equati.ngthe right-hand sides of’equations (93)h (94)~ and c~c~tfng>
as before, the appropriate particular integral, it is found that the
Wllue of 130 rem8in8 the 8- a8 b equ8tion (%) S but th8t 60 aS

given by equation (8b) must be changed by the addition of the term
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.

The damz?ng term thus aPPears to have

45

Cos * -$cainw ) (96)

Sn epxmeciable influence on
the 0teady4iatG value 130 of the blade angle “inforward flight, although

it does not affect

For the state

the value of the steady+tate flappi~ Qle 6..

OSCILIATIOI’?SOI?BIADE SYSTEM IN HOVERING

General Explicit Equations

of hovering (ye = O) the right sides of equations (74),

appreciably simplified.(75),and (76)are

They may be written explicitly as follows:

. .2—
. 81r– ~ @ZS + i~C~H + ‘gqi+*(2+Ei+7,e)

(
%1 c
‘ “)] [

+if(l+2qe)+f2fec —— 1_,EX4,WT=.%z 12 R a

(97a)

.-
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The extemsl mcmmts aoting on the hinge system and transmitted through
the hub azw ~, AI, - Mzl. They have to satisfy certain conditions

in order not to violate the equations of equilibrium. - of the p~ssible
sets of conditioms is, for instance, ~ = 0(6 = ‘c) with ~ and ~ fl%8.
In this case ~(# O) gives the moment to be enfoned by the pitch-
chenglng leww or gear, and

%
~ end Mfi am zero.

Another condition mi~t be s~sted by suoh kinematic constraints
between 6 end P, and ‘ and ~ that the equilibrium positions ‘=,

?c, and go are obtained automatically without an external pftch-changing

gear. A further condition may consist in fixing 9“ by an external kine-
matic ccmstraint (pitch+hanging mchanism) but using a kinematic constraint
between P @ !.

It is also possible to introduoe into equaticms (97a), (97%),ma (97c)
friction constraints, as will be shown h one of the examples. The choice
between these and other possibilities will be mailsfrom the followlng
points of view.

On the one hand, it is desirable to keep the natural frequencies
away from resonanoe with the ciroular frequency Q of the drive and at
the s- tinm to aohleve a sufficient damping decre~nt. On the other
bend, it will be necessary to make sure that the kinematIc conditions
do not titerfere with the transition to travelfng, that is to we # O.

The effect of Internal kinematic conditions (constraints) will most con-
veniently be determined by Lagmnge mul.tipliers.

The kinematic conditions can always be expressed by equations between
the coordinate veriables, preferably in suoh a way that the aforemmtioned
desirable features are aohieved.

The rAerielization of such a kinematic equation between any two or
three of the coordinates is the problem of the design engineer, who would
have to &ecide whether to use linkages, gesr wheels, cans, or hydraulic
connections, and so on. This detail-designing problem is beyond the
SCOP??Of this ~pOrt .

.

.

.

.

.

.



Frtction forces at the h~s, particularly at the I.ag@ng hinge ~,
have been tried for the purpose of damping exoessive lagglng oscillation,
but with the detrimental effect of produoing high bending ~nts at the
blade root. Suoh devices can also be readily calculated by equations (9Ta),
(9n), - (97C).

The four cases
enumrated will now

and for

Ca9e

In

not the

smell speed

of khmmtic end frictIon constraints previously
be discussed ti detail both for hovering (w* = O)

ratio (We + 0).

A: e (Pitch) Fixed, ~ (Flapping)

this ease, 5 = O. The moments
%

twisting mmMnt ~, which will be

and ~ (Lagging) Free

and Mzl will be zero, but

tskm by the pl.tc&holding

and pitch-ohsnging Mchsnism or by counter flyweights. Two equations,
namly (97b)and (97c)with the rQMAand sides equal to zero, must
therefore be solved for two mlmown variables 13 and ~.

Neglecting Zy~ and Yza fi comparison with ~ (cf. equatims (77))

and,observing in accordance with e~ression (~) for p= that in equa-S
tion (gmj the Coriolis term and the aerodynamic damping term in ~ partly
cenoel each other, whereas inAequation (97c) the Coriolisterm and the
aerdynemic dempingterm In P can be combined as one tim~ *he equa-
ttons of oscillation (97b) end (97c) beccm simplified to

“(*)

Equations @&) and (g8b) are a system of linear, homogeneous, differentiel
equations with constant coefficients. The complete integral of these
equations can, as is welll.kmwn, be built up by particular integrals of
the form

where F and D are real or complex constants (amplitudes) end v = Ot.
The values of the resL or complex constant (freqmncy) p must be dete~
mined, as ususl, from the ~mditicm tl@ equations (98a) and (98b) have
solutions different from p = O and ~ = O. (This rmsna that their

solutions are also different from F = O and D = O.) These two equations
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will.also determine the ratios D/l? of the amplitudes of oscillation.
Putting equations (99)into equations (98a) and (98b), noting that . .

g

dt
= Q, and dividing tlwough by $’22yield the following homogeneous

equations in F’ end D:

(100a)

[
~3.,(+@(;’c+”]-D%(’z+ae) =0

F@op2~-p E—== (KX3b}

As anticipated before, the determinant of the coefficients F and D
must vsnish. Eence p must be determined from:

or

(lOlb)

The WcLue of ec ‘isgiven by equation (20). For example, if .

W = 4000 pounds, ~ = 0.00238 sl~ per cubic foot, R = 25 feet6 .
Q = 20 radians p8r second,

%
= 0.020 (angle of attack about O for

Clark Y airfoil),
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?le= 0.05, Oi s 2.x 25 = 4.17feet,
6

n = 4 bl~e~, and 82 = 0.2, (102)
.

then the value of ec wiU be

gives

.

Taking the VdldS of

.

e= = 0.0306

moreover, from

- \2

()iec ~
-8= 1.39 x 10

%

(103)

equation (n), namly

1(104)

>

Consideration of the four quantities of equation (104) which appear in equa-
tion (lOlb) as negligible in comparison with unity is thenfore Justified..
The seoond and foyrth terms of equation (104) repmsant the Inflwnoe of
the wel.ghtof a blade, and this influenoe will, in accordance with the
fcmegoing considerateions, be hsnoeforth ever~here ~glected. Equa-
tion (201b) may hence be zmduoed to:

‘4+TP3+6+4’J’2+a~Tp+2“4+4 =0 (105)
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.

Becmlee of the asmlmpt (se appendix G) of a fairly high relative

(~ i!”
thickness ~ of a blade ~ = , it must be ass-d in the calculations

that the blade material.is &f
win t~n be (for p = 0.0765

(For a hollow, built-up blade
somewhat smaller.) Eenoe, by
of T is found to be

wood; An average value of the ratto p/CJ
lb/ou ft, u u 30 lb/cu ft)

~ .0.0025

deeign the ave~ density rat10 may be even
using equation (77)~ the numerical value

T = 0.593 (106) .

As can be seen from equation (lOla), equation (105)can be readily solved
by writing It in the form

* solutions of equation (107)

P1,2 =

P3,4~

These solutions, which ex’eof the fmm

P=- Re L

have,in aocordanoewith equation (99),

J

i s~

the following

cance. The logarithmic deczwmmt log *, defined
An+l

(107)

(108)

(log)

physicalsignlf1-
as the logarithm

.

.
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of the ratio of the amplitude of one cycle to the amplitude of the
. succeedi~ cycle, will be

An Re
log — = 2Yr— (no)

%+1 ‘i
1

The naturel (meJ.) frequency of oscillation q in cycles per second will
be

V&

where 0 is in radians per second.

Thus, the solution (1o8) with the
shows that in case A there will be two

.

‘i
(111)-

numerical data of equations (102)
natural frequencies: namely,

rae = l.oo~ cycles per second .

●

()l+qe = 3.3b cycles per second

The oscil.latlonscomesponding to the tigher frequency q3,k will be

very highly damped, the logarithmic decremnt being

()

An
log —

T
=Tc— = 1.78

A l+qe
‘1 3,4

Therefore, despite the proximtty of q3,b to the rotational frequency

Q
the oscillatime corresponding to q3,h (flapping) will, because

z
of the high dsmplng, present no danger of resonance end will be quite
stable. @n order to get a more erect insight into the Influence of
resonance, It would be edv~sable to determine the retio of thrust
fluctuationto flapping amplitude. This determination requires a study

. of fluctuation of engine torq= end speed. This question of resonance
will not appear in the case (B) of appropriate kinematic constraint
between flapping and lagging.) On the other hand, the oscillations
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Corresponding to the low natural frequenoy q1,2 (UKl@W) wi~ b
praotioally undamped.

The ratio of amplitudes oan be obtained by putting equaticm (108)
Into equation (100a). Thus, corresponding to the complex frequenoy p, ~,

(Equattm (1OC%) beoause of the (-vertheleas olose)
would give zero.j Quite @3nerally a ocunplexvalue of
interpreted ae follows: If

and If, mrresponMn@y,

then, with

(sa7, T)

-s-

O.lai)

approxbat ion.for p,
F/D Oen be

the arbitr~ SnqMtudes El and ~, either ~ or ~

till have the form

(l12a)

(lub)

when ?(V) is the expression “b braokets a~aring in equation (U2a).
A complex VECLW of a ratio F/D of amplitudes therefore indicates a
difference in phase between flapping (P) and lagging (C) oscilla-
tions, the real part giving the magnitude of the oomponent of ~ in
pha~ with ~ and the imaghary part ‘themagnitude of the component
of j3 one-querter of a period out of phase with ~.

.

.
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Because of the actual small absolute velue of (F/D)l~, it h seen
●

the undamped oscillations,

fm~ncy (+)~, wu occw

1s, only the lagging angle will.

Following frqm the complex

corresponding to the rather low natural

practically only aboti the

oscillate.

f~qmncy p3●h the ratio

from equatf~ (100b), be

(-J
D -*++@ ($c~”$p394=o.

ec~ P23,4 I@ 315
=

From the fairly

. that the highly

P*3,4 + me

Zpxis ; that

D/F will,

01005~ o.0295i

smaXLabsolute value of the ratio (D@)3, ~ it is seen

damped oscillations of the natural frequency
()

&l+qe

will occur practically only about the yl-is; that

. only the flapping angle will oscillate.

The results for both frequencies, im@@ng that
flapping oscillations am practicslly independent of

is, practically

the lagging and
each other, show

that the slow undamped lagglng oscfl.latlonis very sensitive to di-
turbsnces and that the high restoring forces in flapping have no cm
ponent which might oppose the lagging deviations.

Case Al: S Fixed, 13 Free, ~ under Friction Constraint—

The unfavorableresuit concerning the lagging oscilJation leads
to the attengjt to improve the stability by introducing a frict on con-
straint acting on the lagging angle by mans of a moment t~= K$2at

the root of the blade, whsre K denotes a constant of relative energy
dissipation the value of which can be chosen according to the required
degree of damping. This constraint could be accomplished, for instance,
by a rod leading from the root of the blade to the hub and provided with
a telescopic fluid brake.

The term <~ must then be added to the left side of the dynamic
equation of the lagging acceleration, that is, to equation (97c). Then
by the seineproceduzw as befo?% the amplitude ratios (see equations(100a)

. and (100b)), the frequencies, and the dsmping terms (see equation (103))
can be detemined. It is considered sufficient here to calculate only
the new complex frequency consisting in the dsmplng and the real-
fnquency contributions.
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Znsteadof equation(107),the followlngfrequency

‘4+‘T+‘)P3+(’+4’)”+‘e(T‘K)p

lucA TN No. 1430

equationappears:

+ Kp

+’4+4=o (113)

In orderto determinethe effectof the constant K in general
terms on the dampingand on the frequency,a simpleapproxl.mte general
solutionwas obtainedby Newtonts~thod based on the assumption that K
is small. The first approximateion-here was taken as the exact solution
to equation(113)when-&
mationis then the eank3as
nuw replacedby (T + K).
the following:

tezm Kp is neglected. This first approxi-
the solution given by equatim (108) with T
The second approximationis then foundto be

where

(luka)

A (T + K)3
S~+(T+K)(2+k~e~+ K

4

For an example, the sam numerical data as assmsd in the preceding
section (see .slsoa~ndfx G) together with the vshe of K = 0.1 wen
Introduced. Equation (llb) then gave the following results:

(l14b)

.

.

.
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The validity of the approximations given by equation (llka) was
. checked by putting the m numericsl data into equation (113)and

solvingit exactly(byFerraritsmthod) to three si~ificant figures.
The re~ultswere: -

*1,2
= –0.0525 A o.321i

P = –0.293 ~0.972i
3,4

(1140)

Comparison of equations (llkb) end (114c) shows that with vslms of K
not appreciably greater than 0.1 the comparatively simple formulas in
equation (l14a) am sufficiently e=ct for most practicslpurposes,so
that it is unnecessaryto formulate en exact, but more involved,generel
solution of the quartic equation (113)here.

The natural frequmcies and the logarithmic decrements corresponding
. to the solution(114c) are (seeequations(110) and (111)):

. ql z = 1.01 cycles per second
9

q3,4 = 3●30 Cyclesm Second

()%log — = 1.029
%+1 ~ z

s

()

An
log — = 1.91

A
‘1 3,4

where, teqorarily, & denotes a real emplitude.

The following conclusions for case Al csn be drawn from these results

of the num rical exsmple. It is possible to achieve fairly high dsmping
of the lagging oscillations by introducing moderate fluid friction.
This friction, moreover, will have little inflmnce on the two values
of the ~t~d freque~y and on the hi@ q- which iS associated . .. ._
with what originally were practically the flapping oscillations. It
must be observed, however, thst because of the low natural frequency

(ql,J correspending to the lagging oscillations, the restoring force

in these oscillations will also be 10W, end me-y,m f~t, no{ be ‘-
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stificientto returnthe bladeto its normslpositicm. The dsmphg intro-
duced by the fluid friction would in that case be of no avail.

,

.

Case B: e Fixed, B snd ~ under Kinematic Constraint

Xt has been seen (caseA) thatwith the pftch angle 19 fixed and
the flapplng and lagging *es B and ~ free, there will be the
disadvantage of an absence of damping for lagglng oscillations. The
possibilityy of overco~ this disadvantage by introducing khemat ic
mnstraints between the vm?iables will now be investigated.

First an appropriate constratit between flapping end lagging will
be introduced. As previously explained, this constraint should be such
that the conditions of steady flight are not violated; that Is, the
constraint, as represented by an equation, s~ould satisfy the condition
that when g = ~, then p=pc, or when (SC-(C=O, then

-= P- BC=O.P This condition will not be violated by a constraint of

the form

(115)
.

Wkre ~ is a constant to be chosen in accordance wfth requirements of
stability and of avoidance of resonance. In order to achieve materially
such a constraint, a preadjustment of the angle P or the angle [ is
necessary. For example, the lagging angle g may @ preadjusted to a
v~ue {p where 11 is the value of C when B = O. From equation (I-I-5),

this VdUS iS L1 = Kc - ~ PC.

As in case A, the solution for ~ and ~ will be of the exponenthl
form given by equations (gg). When equations (99) are then put into equa–
tion (1.15),the ratio of the amplitudes is obviously

D-=K
F

(116)

Condition (115) can mathematically be tdcen Into account by mans of a
Lagrsnge multiplier ~ and a Lagrange function ~, where, according

to equation (115),

(117)
.
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The equationsfor D
then beoom:

em.d F corresponding

57 ‘

to equations(1OW) and (lWb)

[
(E321

Fp2iec-?J— —
Q2 315

From equation (lJ.7),

putting equations (116) and (~9) into equations
eliminating ~ fr= these equfitions gives
r

(l18a)ad (1183),and

{
%(F --

(
4)P2+I+2T&P~~I+$Si+2 * +p2~@

s? 315
L

[
( 3(+~p%e -p~~l+Q ~ec Q2315 2 5’

For equation (122) to have a isoltilon
the val=s satisfytng the equation

(119)

(120)

otherthan F=O, p must have

where

YHence, neglecting tk” quantities 2 0c — k C~iSOn with

%

(.+ G)

and also neglecting at2
( )[ ( )]

2 l+2qel+K2 ,in compsrism with 4 1 + tc
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a’
px-—

{

tiJ- + 2qe
2(1 + IF) 1+K2

(122)

.

.

It may be observedthat in this case of geomtrlc constraints,the drag
has a slight, but noticeable, effect on the damping;whereasin the
case of free oscillations,the influenceof the drag on the damping
was negligible.For ordinary valms of
lsrge, and the stability therefore very

Icul

then

K, the damping will b& quite
great. For example, if

rP=+ *+aei (w)

By use of the sexM nummical values as before (equations (102) and (103)) -
there

which

anda

5s obtained

p.- O.1* i O.msi

20 O.TP - 2.47givesa naturalfrequencyof q = ~

logarithmicdecremmt (seeequatfon(110))of 2fi

From the wint of view of stability this case therefore

(12k)

cycles per eeoon3_

0.158
= 1.282.

0.775
appeia.rsquite

satisfact&ybecausethere is considerabledampingand the% fs iittle
dmmer of resonancefrom the drive,that is, from such probabledis-

(
turbingfrequenciesas $2 = ~

)
= 3019Cps or 2S2.

Case C: 6, J3, end~under

In the casesthus far discussed,the

Einematic constraint

pitchangle f3 has been
ass-d ~ixed. The effect of elhwi~ a c&taln f~edom of pitch
change 13 in accordance with geomtric condltions (constraints) among
the anglea ~, p, and ! will now be ccmsidered. For this purpose,
constraints similar to that used in case A (equation”(115)) will be
assumed, nsmly, .
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.

where h and. w em constantswhichwill be seleotedin aocordwith
stabilityrequimnmrts as will be discussed.

●

Solutionsto equattons(97a)to (97c) will ham the mm form as
given by equations (99), namely,

(126)

From equations (125) and (126) it follows that

1F==
(127)

D=IJB

By putt- equation (126)tntoequattons(97a),(97b),ma (97c),eqm
ttons of the following form sre obtained:

-

Mae-$

‘Plb
+ FPH + DP1d = —

6C12

Myle-v
BP= + FP= + DP

2d ‘7
}

(128)

-@Mae

‘p3b + ‘Psf + Dp3d = ~

J
where P indicates polynmiels of second and lower degree in p. As in
ease B, the constraint conditions (equations (125)) can be taken into
account by mans of Lagrmge multipliers ~ and ~ and kinematic

conditions pl and 92, where

fJ*”bJ=3
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thus, by using eqmtions (127), equations (128) become:

( )

w~ v~
Bplb+~~+wpld +~— +Lm%

1

=0
s

( )

*1 Y*

B ‘2b + ‘pa + ‘p2d + % ~+%2~”o (12g)

where

Eliminating ~ and ~ from the three

results in the following single equatioru

.

expressions of equation (129)
.

. — .

(+UP
3 + ‘p3f j+ ‘p3d

= O (130a)

The value of
T

fs then determined by setting the faotor of B in
equation (130a equal to zero. Equation (130a) can henoe be written as:

When the expressionsobtainedfor P (seeappendixE) are substituted
in accordance with the definitions (equations (128)) and the expression (78)
for Bc, as well as the geometric properties (equations (77)) of the blade

body, are used, equation (130b) becomes the following quadratic in p:

.

.
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L

ec -

bc2L
IQ’

.

where

-Vtihthe nmr~cal Talues cmndstently used W this report, equation (131)
reducesto (seeappendixH):

p2+2~p+ao=0 (132)

where

~ = (L2 + IJ2)-1(0.299?L2- 0.0068x + 0.00126w- o.oo8m - 0.00084)

. a. = (X2,+y2)-1(lelh2- 0.560X+ 0.W2 + 0.00656)

The solutionto e@ation (132)is
.

P=- dal= so-a 12
(133)
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For stabilityit is necesseryend sufficientthat the rootsof equa-
tion (132)be eitherreal andnegativeor complexwith the real part
negative. These conditions will be satisfied-If and

am both positive (or zero). The valws of X end
chosen that these conditions till be satisfied. For

X= O.7, !4=1

then the complex rela.tive frequency p will be

●

p*- 0.0882t i x 0.403

only if al- and a
o

v cannow beso
example, if

0.0882
giving a logarithmicdecremnt of 2X — = 1.370, and,with

0.403
Q = 20 radiansper second,a naturalabsolutefrequency of

g 0.403= 1.287cyclesper second. From the pointof view of stability,

caseC, as well as caseB, is thereforesatisfactoryfor hovering.

OSCILLATIONSOF BLADE SYSTEMIN LOWAl?lZKOTRAVELING

.

.

The sam assumptions in regard to the (first order mall) value of
the sped ratio We and the neglect of third-mder terms, as made for
the steady state in the section Sl?EMDY9J?ATEIN HOVERING AND J3iLOW-PEED
TRATCELING,will also be made in this section for the-oscillations in
traveling.

General Explicit Equations

As in hovering, the oscillation equations (74) to (76) must be
solved, except that now the expressions for 6., j30, and LO will be

not only different from the hovering valtis L3c, 9C, and Cc, but dSO

variable, and in addition the equations will c“ontai.nmore terms than in
hovering. .—

The expressi~~ for eo, ~o, and (

.

are given by equations (84)

with (96), (85), and (87). By using equa;ions (35)to (37)and (49)
to (51)for the quasi-elastic and the damping moments and resecting all .
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terms smaller than the second order, the

( T

smic equations (74) to (76).
E ~ ~R4~i02 as in the foregoing section become:

0357J

(135b)

(1350)

When eqwtions (135a)to (1350)em compemd with the correspondingset
(equations(97a)to (97c)) for hovering,it is seenthat both sets are
the sam exceptfor four additionalterm in equation(135a)for%

.
and three’additionalterns in equation(135b)for M . Each of these

additionaltermshas the periodiccoefficient sin $lor cos *(V = W)
. but of relativelysmallmagnitude. It will thereforenot be necessary

h this case to applythe theoryof Mathieufuncttons,but it will be
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sufficientto usea
hovering state as a
by the Propositims

F=F.

NACA TN HO. 1k30 .

methodof successiveapproximdlonstartingfrom the
fhat approximateion. This =thod may be expressed .

.

The validityof this mthod of solutionwill be oheckedby the
resultsobtainedby its application,for it is necessarythat these
resultsre=i.nwithinthe orderof magnittie assumedin advance;that
is, in this case the termsproportionalto we

(
e.g=jBee2‘)

must not

be lanzer than second order small. so as to be of a hi~er order smsll
then t& correspondinghoverings&lutions

(
e.g.,

)-
51 ,

Case A: @ Guided, @ =eo (V); P and ~. Free

This case is the sam as case A for hovering, except that now instead -
of keeping e fixedat the steady-statevalue @c for hovering,the
bladeangle is guidedso that at all times e = 8., where 80 is a

function of W(=&t) end therefore of the time and.is given by equa- .

tioris(84) and (96). The deviation of f3 from the steady-state values
will therefore be 2ero,

and onlytwo equations,
consideredto determine

so that, as for case A in hovering,

F.o

nsmly equations(135b)and (1350),need be
the naturalfrequencyand the damping.

Equatims (135b) and (135c) can be solved as indicated above by

where Fl and r“ sre the solutions for hovering,which

been obtainedin the section02CIUATIONS OF BLADE SMJI!EM

Immuch as equations (135b)and (1350)am a set of
equationsof the secondorderh the two unknowns ? and
completesolutionto theseequationsmust containexactly
arbitraryconstants,whichmust satisfyanY givenhitial

(136)

have already

IN H~.

dlfferential

$
‘, the
our
conditions

.

.

of positionand veGcity. Moreover,&y sol;tloncontaining four
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arbitraryconstantsand satisfyingequations(135b)end (1350)will be
the ccnnpletesolutionof thosetwo equations(if it aces not violate
the conditionthat the resultsremainwithinthe orderof magnitude
assumedh advance). Now, fram equations(gg)end (108),

2 k
PI = ##, ~’ ~ Fn’e%v

G
(137)

nd n-

where Fn is en arbitraryconstant,whereas Fn* is a constantdepending
on Fn. Therefore,from equation(136),it followsthat, to obtaina

completesoluttonfor ~ and ~ in traveling,it Is sufficientto
obtain only a particulsa?inte~al of the clifferentfsl equations (138b)
and (13& ) in the *- ~2 and E2. In obtaininga particular

integralit will be sufficientlyenct to *te_ F2 - F2 to

onlyfirst-ordersmellquantities,becausein the final solutionthey
must be multipliedby the first-ordersmellquantity we and will

thereforeyield cmly second+z%lersmallterms.

Thus, putting equa~ions (136) into equations (135b) ad (135c)J
di~id~ thro~h ~Y VeIH> using the expression (equation (78)) for pc~

and resectingall terms smallerthan the first order result
followingequations:

in the

Coe *

(138b)

?2=0 (13&)

A particularintegralof equation

Fp =

A particularintegral of equation
observtng the followingrelations:

(13&) iS obviously

o

(138b)can -“ obtained

(139)

by first
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.

.

(140)

d a.=—= s/—
dt d~

# + #
Cos * =

2

(

i

)
i iw_ e-i*sinv =--e
2

By putJ ing equations (137)and (140)into equation (138b),the equation
for @2 becoms:

F 1

.

where .

A partlculax Integral of equation
of terms, each pair correspending to a

0.595. (Cf.equation(105).)

(141)willbe the sum of four pairs
given pn. Thus, for each pn,

The ratios of the ccmstants An and ~S to

by puttingequation(142)intoequation(141).
(cf.equation(log))

the value of An is seen to be given by

(142)

Fn are readily obtained

Thus,by writing

.
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4 ‘n

()

<
yl=$e

67

.

where

()c. Rm2- S +12+ TRen+l

‘=tti+oi?en+’)
similarly,

1
Ct - RenDt -

iSent* +(’ + ‘J’: ,143b)

Ct2 + Dt2

where ●

(-Jt=

. Dt =

Ren2 + ‘Ren + 1
- k - 1)2

ken+ ‘)@i.-l)

. Takihg the valuss of Ren and Sm from the hovering solution (equa-

tions (1o8)) ad the definition (equation (109)), a obsening that the
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numericaloaloulationsare
R = O and,for n = 3,4,

% A>n and A#Fn:

NAOA TN No. 1430

simplifiedby the faot that,for n = 1,2,
D=D* = O, yields,for the numericalvalues

$’Al =-a-hi,
/ # / 1AiCFl=C+di, A P=c-di, A2’F2=-a+bi

(144)

A
# 3 P

=e+fi, A*
33 4 /

=g+ hi, A Fk= g-hi, Ak~F’b=e-fi

J

where frcunequatims (lk3a) end (143b)

a = 0.182, b = 0.197, C = 0.641, d = 0.486

e = 0.0064, f = 0.0348, g = 0.947, h = 0.126

The numrical values of equation (144) show that ~2 actually is a

first+rder small quenttty (that is, of the S- order of magnitude as ~1)
-@ that therefore the method of solution used here is valid, inasmuoh as
pa always appeezw In the fozvn VeE2.

The fo~golng results can be rnathematically Interpreted for each
pair of con$ugate values of pn as follows:

With

PI = - Rel + Sill/ P2 = - Rel - Sili

for example, and with a, b, -a, and d def”%aedas id eqyuatlons(144),
It can be easily shown that

()‘1 1,2
is of the form

(145a)

.

.

.

where

.
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●

✎

and~end

It can be
(;2)1,2till

L,2(’3$=~ Cos (@+ H, sin(sip)

H2 m constants.

readily proved, moreover, that the additional solution
then have the form

~ r+@1,2Sil St
+1,$+ “) (+@l,, S,l -1, * + It

( ) ( ))](145J)2s,1+1 2s,1–1

(Cf. equatiom(l12a) and (l12b~)

.
Comparison of equation (lk5b) with equation (lk5a) shows that a

complex value for the ratio of ampliJndes indicates a difference in
phase between hovering vibrations PI and the additional vibrati~ ~,..

@il+)&md@il-lz’
In fact, for eech of the frequencies

(52)1,2consists in two components one~uarter of a period out of phase

with each other.
.

The physical si.gnificance.ofthe results can be stated as follows:
In regard to the frequencies, equtions (142) and (1o8) show that one
new frequency is added which is practically double the frequency of
rotation % Three other frequency roots appear whichs however~ ~not
significantly different from the frequencies of the roots r

— and
e 2fl

t+ ‘.)5 of hovering.

The additia amplitudes givenby equation (11A) in terms of the
amplitudes in hovering, and depending on initial disturbances, ~ small
in comparison with the hovering amplitudes, as long as the value of we

is small. This result, in fact, is the proof that the mthod of integra-
tion is ccmsistent.

The logarithmic decremnts remain practically unchanged in the
transition to traveling, and the solution corresponding to the frequency

6 0
. e% which has no damping in hovering, therefore is still very

sensitive against disturbances h the transition to traveling.
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Case B: e Guided, ~~~mtir

It was seen that In case A of travellm

NACA TN No. 1430

KinematicConstraint

there is the S- dangerof

.

lack of stability due to the absence of damping as in case A of h~ering.

Case B of hoverfng with.ezlappropriate kinematic condition bet~en

~ and ?’ made it possible to obtain better damping end also frequsncy
val~s of no resonance danger. Whether a device of the same kind will
serve the SEUIMpurpose in traveling will M be determined.

For case B of We # O with Its kinematic ccmstraint between B end

~ it will also be advisable to avoid mutual bending moments in the con-
straint mechanism in the steady state of motion by a preadJuetmmt
DPr = (B)g=o or C = (C)pd. (During the oscillation, however, such

mutual moments, tho&h mall, can again not be avoided.) Such a pre-
ad@stment for the case of traveling must, however, be periodic, as can
be seen by the following oonstderation. The kinematic Condition may
again be expressed by

.

where K is a conetentand ~o(*) and PO(*) am periodicfunctions
of the angleof position V, given by equations (~) and (87). From
equation (1~) it fol.lmws,then, that the pread@stment must be

{o.
‘pr=po-~ or (equivalently) <Pr = ~o – ~~o. Some mans, for

instance, a cam plate, will be nquired to enforcesuch a periodiccondition.

The constraint (146) can be treated, as In the c~se of hovering,
by means of a Lsgramge multiplier Lm. Thug, equations (135b) and (135c)
become:

- %’ = 0 (14~)

=0 (147C)

.

.
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Eliminat~ ~ from equations (147b)

single equation,expressing ~ by ~
setting

and (1470) and thus obtaining a

accord3ng to equation (146),

(148)

where ~1 is the solutionfor ~ in hovering (we = 0)Y reJettingte~

smallerthan the secondorder,and finallydividingtmough by ~e~H

remzlt‘h the followingdifferentialequationfor Fa :

where T is as defined in equation (10.5). It will be observed that
equation (149) is similsrtq equation(138b) of case A except for the
coefficient (1 + ~2) of E2 in equation (149) and for the fact

that ~1 must now be taken from case B of hovering instead of from

case A. Thus, from equations (99) and (123), —

2

T

pn*
~1 = Fne

n=
(Pjo)

For a complete solution for ~ it is sufficient, as explained in
the previous case, to obtain onlya particular integral of equation (149).
This particular inte~ csn be obtained in the sau@ manner as shoyn in
case A for equation (138b). Thus,

()pl+i * ()
pi-i *

()
p2+i *

()
p2-i ‘$

F2 = Ale + A1*e + A2e + A2’e (151)

where A must be determined in terms of Fn by substitution for 62

into gquation (lkg). By use of the expressionsfor sin ~, cos $, -
and P1 (equations(140)and (150)),equation(149)can be writtenin

equation (141)):
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Whenequatim (151) Le put into equation (152),iEIis found, for

.

(which gave satisfactory

!$=1

results h regard to stability in hovering),

C*+ D*

.

that :

(l~sa)

Whera

c ()=2Rm2+men+l-2 sin+ 1
2

D=(~en+~(Sti+l’)

where

(-jt= 2Ren2+men +i -2 (Sti - 1)2

With the v~ws of Re~ and Sti given by the solution (124) for

hovering, equations (153a) and (153b) yield the followlng results:

Al = Fl(- a + hi), Alt = F1(c + df)...1 (154)

‘ Ap = F2(c - di), A2t = F2(- a - bi)
.

where (from equations (153a)and (173b))
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a = 0.860, d =0.0678

Th8se ‘results can be physically interpreted in a manner similar to
that in case A. h the transition to traveling, two new natural fre-

quencies are added to the fn3quency 0.775 ~ fOr ho~ering.Thssefrequencies

m (1+ O.~) ~ and (1- O.m) ~ or 1.775~ and o.225~. .
2X

Neither of these frequencies appears to present any particular danger
- of resonsnce, which might otherwise be caused by exciting disturbances
having a freque~y comected with the frequsncy of rotation, that is,

a multiple of The damping deoremmit, moreover, remains practically
%“

the s- in low-peed traveling as in hovering (log decremmt = 1.222),
end this ?resns that the rotor system will remain quite stable in the
transition to traveling.

From the fact that the values a, b, c, end d in equations (153a)
and (153b) must be a~lfed with the small factor We in accordance

with eqwtion (1~), it is seen that the additional amplitudes in the
transition to traveling are again sndl in comparison with the amplitudes
in the state of huvering. Thus, it appears that case B (of constraint ~, ~ )
remains satisfactory in the transition from hovering to traveling.

Case C: 6, j3, and K under Kinematic

This case has (as h hovering) the practical
others in that the %lade angle nee~ not be guided
adjustitselfto the propervalueto suppofitb
copter. The sam constraintsfor P end ~ as
assmk3dhere,namly

~.k~

F=VF
}

Whsre A slid ~ are constants.t

These constraint conditions cen he realized
correct pitch-angle function eo, by mans of a

of the sngles P and ( . This preadjustment is

Constraint

advant~ over the
but will automaticslly

weight of the heli- -
in huvering will be

(155)

practically, for a
variable preadjustmmt

given by
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(156)

These pread@stmmrtvaluesoan be found explicitlyby substitutingthe
expressions far 13, PO, and co given by equations (84) with (96), (85),
and (87), respecti%y, into equation (156). They will appear in the form

where f and d are constsnts found from equattons-(84), (96), (85),
and (87).

Thus Ppr - c will be fairly stmple funotions of the angular
pr

posttion ~ of a blade, and canbe materialized by, for example, a cam
plate.

The stability of the rotor system with the constraints (155) can be
considered in the same manner as case C in hovering. Th.s, U~@-
Lagrange multipliers ~ and ~ end denot~ by D1(~, P, ~, v),

D2S * D3 the le~ sides of equations (135a),(135b), and (1350), -

m~p%otively, yialds, for these equations:

(l~ya)

(157b)

(157C)

where ffl~d !32are the fmctions givenby equations(155). Substi-

tutingthe valuesof the derivativesof PI and j!2, solvtngfor L

and ~ by-ens of equations(15n) and (1’57c),and then substitutid~
into equation(157a)fieldsthe followingsingleequation:

.

.
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D1+XD2+VD3=0 (1*)
.

By taking the e~zwssions for Dl, D2, and D3 from the left-bend

sides of equations (lsqa) to (1350),eliminating ~ and ~ from
equation (1X) by Msns of equations (155), setting

(159)—

where ? = F’l1s the solution of equation (lx) in hovering, rejecting

821 terns in equation (lx) smaller than the second order (remem~ring
that Ma is ass-d first order smsll), @ finally dividing through

W We ~ the following

.

clifferential equation is obtained for ;2 :

‘1

[ )=

51
=—-— bl + ~lbo 1]S=$+albofcOS *

%’

(160a)

where

(160b)
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The expression for ~1 is ‘
J.

(161)

~ is givenby equation(133)and Bn is em mbitrary constsnt.when p
. As already explained in cases A and B, it is sufficient in solving
equation (160a) to obtain only a particular integral of this differ-
ential.equation, and this integral can be obtained in the same manner
as in cases A and B. Thus, by using equation (161), noting that V= %,
and also noting the expressions (140)for sin * and cos ~ as expo-
neati~ funot~.ens,equation(160a)may be writtenin the form

(
where

)
*=L:

d+
2 ‘1

~ {[( )1

()pq+i *
a2T2° + alF’2#+ aoF2 = ipnbl-bo +bo*e ‘

-*

[( )1 ()
}

pn-i $
+ i- pnbI.+ b. + bog e

As in cases A andB, set

(262)

where An and Ant must be titermined in terms of Bn by substitution

of equation (163)intoequation(162). Thus,

‘1 ~ (bo8 + i ~bl -b.
An=—

~%= ‘a2@n+~)’ +(pn+~l+ao

(164)

By putting pn -Ben + iSti, the following expression for An can be

readily derived from equation (164):

.

.



.

1

,

where

Silllilarly,

Ant . BU jl - ‘llblRen-bJc’ + ‘100’ + blsfi~

2 C~2 + @2

(165b)

Whine

I
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For the special case
gave satisfactory results
and u were tdsen to be

that was treated in case C (hovering), which
in regard to stability, ths ValUeS of h .

With these values of k end M end with the nunmrtcal data (sunmmrized
in appendix G) which have been consistently used indhis text, the val&s
of the constants appearing in equations (165a) and (165b) are, in accordance

—

with equations (160b), found to be:
.-—

a2 = - 1.49$ al = - 0.280, a. = - 0.108

E.

bl=- !P.57,b. = -13.22, bot = - 4.63, ~ = o.0417

%In ””-

From equation (134), pn is given by:

Pn=- 0.0882 t o.403i

Hence Rel = Re2 = -0.0882, Sil = 0.403, and Sf2 = -0.403.

Su@titution into equations (165a) and (165b) leads then to the following
resuits:

A
1

.1

= Bl(- a + hi), Alg = Bl(- c + di)

.,

A = B2(- c -.di), A2C = B2(- a - bi)
2 —

Whe?33

(166)

a= 0.102, b = 0.0372

c = 0.308, d = 0.0695

#
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h explained in
.

m of the saIM
that the mthcd
valid.

cases A and B, the fact that the amplitude factors of F&le

order of magnitude as the amplitudes in hovering shows
employed here of &Aning a solutlon in traveling is

The results can be physically interpreted again in a manner quite
analogous to that in case A and in case B. Two new naturel frequehcies

appe= in addition to the hovering frequency 0.403 ~, nsmAy,
211

(1 + o.@33) + and. (1 - 0.403) A, neither of which appears to
2fi

present eny perticula danger of resonance. The dsmping decremmt
remains essentidly the _ as in hovering, and this shows that the
system in case C will be equelly stable in low-speed travel and in
hovering. The natural modes in thts case can be e~essed analogously
to the relations (equations (lk5a) and (lk5b))of case A (traveling).

.

.
of a

CONCLUSIONS

Follcw5ng the ~-try, the statics, =d the dynamics of the motion
hinged blade system, the parameters of pitch angle e, flapping

angle 13~ and L@.ng ahgle ~ in the hovering end-the “travel& (that
is, forward, backward, and sideways) steady state of flight were deter–
mined. TIM geo=tric part of this problem, particularly for the case
of trsveling, cansisted in the determination of the angle between the
dtrection of flight and the zero-lift Mnes of the blade sections, which
are rotating on a conical surface the axis of which is tilted toward the
directicalof flipjllt● This involved the deteminatfon of the components
of the relative inflow velocity both in the planes of the cross sections
end in the direction of the blade axis.

The influence of the induced inflow on the total inflow velocity was
calculated mly ti regard to the direction of this total velocity, and
t~ always very SmIL induced chapge of _itude of this resultant velocity
was neglected. The three-dimensional Kutta40ukowsk: theorem was then
applied to the calculation of the lift-force vectors and their periodic
deviations from the planes of the cross sections. In this way the velocity .
components both s20ng a blade axis and in a plane perpendicular to the exis “-
were taken intc account In thp vector product 7 X ~, whereas the value of
the circulation I’ was determined by the transverse velocity component.
only. In all previous publications the radial (blade-is) component of the
velocity had been neglected.

1. The pitch angle e was expressed for hovering as a constant
depending on the total weight of the helicopter and for travellng ah
a fractional function in tOzms
speed ratio I.Le,of the sines

of the first-and secqnd powers of-the
snd cosines of the circumferential
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angles V and 2$ of blade position, and of the acoeleratio.nof the
flapping angle P.

Altho~the effect of the induced downwash on the llft forces has
not been treated explicitly, this effect can, in accordance with the
assumptions made in the present analysis, be conside~d to be contained
implicitly. The induced engle ai, in fact, as given by equation (15)

can be written tn the form %=$”” Therefore, if stistitution of

(a - C@ for u Is made in equation (7), giving the magnitude r of

the circulation, it follows that the effect of the Induced angle on the
lift loads will simply diminish these loads by a constant factor, 4/5.
The numericeL results given in this emalysis till then actually remain
unchanged if one assmes the gross weight W of the helicopterto be
fo~f ifthsof the valus otiginsllyassured.

In the deriva~lon of the steady+tate values of the flapping and
lagging angles based on the equilibrium of.-momen@ a~out the ~nges,
the inertia moments of the”angle accelerations 6, 6, and ~ also had
to be taken Into-account for the case ~e # 0“ The damping moments pro-

.
portional to 4, ~, and ~ were also considered. This required the
integration of di.fferential equations in order.to determine in the section
STEADY STATE IN HOV2!RINGAND IN LOW-SPEED TRAVXLING the steady-state
values of the blade=position angles.

The forces and moments due to small oscillatory displacements,
velocities, and accelerations, necessary for the analysis of smell
oscillations about a state of steady motfon, we?w determined in the
section INERTIA FORCES AND MOMENI?SAND EQUATIONS OF OSCILLATION. The
inertial momenta especially were e~ressed by -ans of the monmt of
momentum vector, and the Corlolis forces were obtatned by the use of
a rotating reference system. h this way, the complete system of the
equations of SDEILIoscillations about a state of steady motion was
established (equations (74), (75), and (76)). In the hovering state
this system of differentisl equat~ons ks constant coefficients but–
in the traveling state the coefficients have ~rhlic additional terms.

The integration was perfommd first in general terms, with results
for frequencies, logarithmic decremnts, and emplit@e ratios given by
simple fomulas. These results wem then applied for the following set--
of plausible numerical de6ign data. Four different cases in hovering and
three corresponding cases in traveling have been discussed:

Case A. Pitchangle O fixed,flappingangle
free.

CaseAl. Pitchangle e ftxed,flappingangle
COXMtl%%i~dby fluidftiction (dashpot).

.

.

.
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Case B. Pitch sngle 13 fixed, B and ~ connected by a frictionless
. kinematic constraint.

Case C. 19, P, and E externally free but internally connected by two
(frictionless) kinematic conditions.

The nmrical data for these cases were ass-d as folhws:

Total weight W = M100 pounds ..

Tip radius R = 25 feet

Rotational &&ed 0 = 20 radians per second = ~ =
( )
3.19 cycles per second

(1
- s l/2

Chord C = Ci — 25 feet

()

9
1 -s Ci ‘r

Nwnber of blades n = k

Inner cross section of blade at q=s .02
.

R i“

Hinge eccentricity
; = ‘e = 0“05

. %Thickness ratio of cross section of blade ~ = Constant = ~

Avers@ density ratio of air to blade material ~ = 0.0025
u

Parasite drag angle ~ = 0.02

In case A it was found that the oscilJ.ato~ motion of the rotor
system can be considered as consisting approximately of oscillations of
only the flapping
lagging angle ~.

is quite close to

angle P and of in&endent osc&llations of only the
The natural frequency of the flapping oscillations

qe) = 3.34 cycles per second. Although this frequency

the rotational frequency ~ = 3.19cycles per second,
2X

therewill be little ihnger of resonance because of the high logarithmic
decremsnt, nsmly nT/(1 + qe) = 1.78, associated with the flapping

oscillation.1 The lagging oscillations will have the low natural

frequency ql a = .& *8 = 1.005 cycles per second but will be
>

.
practically undsmped, and therefore sensitive to disturbances. Inasmuch
as the flapping and lagging oscillations are praotic~y independent of

.

%or definition of T, see SYMBOLS.
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each other, it follows as plausible that any phase difference between
lagging and flapping which might arise on account of a separation of
the flapping hinge from the lagging hinge would be quite smll. It
can, moreover, be observed from the formulas that both the natural fre-
quencfes and the logarithmic decrement sre only slightly affected by
the location qe of the hinge, especially in flapping.

h case Al, the stability of the lagging oscillations of case A

is very much improvqd .by the introduction of fluid f%lction, producing
a damping moment kI@~ at the root of the blade; k is a constant

of relative energy dissipation which may be adJusted to suit require-
ments of operation. For the case of k = 0.1 it was found that the
new natured.frequencies will be practically the sam as those In case A,
whereas the new logarithmic decremmt cornspcmding to the flapping
oscillations of case A remains practicably unchanged. The logarithmic
decre~nt corre spending to the lower natural frequency, however, is now
no longer zero, but fairly high. The nmnerical results for the natural
frequent ies and logarithmic decremnts were:

()An‘%,2
= 1.01 cycles per second, log — s 1.029

A
‘1 1,2

()

An

q3,4= 3.30cycles per second, log — = 1.91

‘n+l 3,4

For any other values of k and any other numerical data, the results
can be obtained by detemlning the complex frequenoies p from either
the biquadratic equation (113) or the approxi-te general solution (114).
The logarithmic decrements ~d ~tural frequencies can then be determined
directly from equations (109), (110), end (111).

Because of the low natural fxwquenoy, with the consequently small
restoring forces, of–the independent la@.ng osci12atIons, the friction
damping may prove insufficient for stability. As will be seen in the
following cases, however, the damping can be successfully enforced with
an appropriate kinematic constraint between, for eqle, lagglng and
flapping.

Case B was worke~ out in detail for a kinematic constraint
(geometric condition) of the form

.

.

.
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where K is a constant for small osciuations. In cases B and C the
method of Lagrange multipliers has been used to satisfysuch geometric
conditions.These multipliersalso have a physicalsi@ficance, for
they givethe forces act- in the constraint cozpctionsa

With such a constraint there will be only one natural frequency.
(See equation (123).) For K = 1 and for the foregoing numerical data,
the natural frequency of oscillation was found to be 2.47 cycles ~r
second, with a logarithmic decre=nt of 1.282. From the point of view
of stability end avoidance of resonance this case appears quite satis-
factory. For sny other data, but for the same form of constraint condi-
tion, the frequency and the damping can be determined either by solving
ths quadratic equation (121) or by substituting in the approximate
general solution to this equation (equation (122)).

It may be noted that in oases A, Al, and B the aerodynamic loads

had practically no influence on the natural frequencies of oscillation.
As may have been expected, moreover, the natural frequencies are only
little effected by the damping terms.

Case C has the advanta@ that here the pitch angle B is aut-
matically controlled. The two constraint conditions were assumed to
be of tw form

where k and v are ccmstants. This condition could be realized by a
preadjustment of flappingand lagginganglesto the followingvalues:
P { ~c - uec.pr=pc-~c~ pr= The mthod of Lagrenge multipliers led

to the quadratic equation(131)for the complexfrequency p. This
equation can be used to determine p “for~ givenrota. For the
preceding data and for

the natural frequency of oscillation was found to be 1.287 cycles per
second, with a logarithmic decremnt of 1.370. These results appeared
quite satisfactory in regsrd to stability.

It may be remarked that in the formulas of alJ the cases treated,
the drag terms (induced plus parasite) had only a small influence on
the stability characteristics of the rotor system. This shins the ~ck
of necessity of determi~ the aerodynamic drag any more exactly than
by the simplif~ assua@ions made in this dysis .
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value of
ncm have

differential equations of oscillation for
the speed ratio we remain linear, as in

my finite constant
hovering, but they

variable cafficients (priodlc in ~, I.e., in Qt ) instead
of constant. W order to investigatethe stabilityconditionsin the
transitionfmm haverfngto traveling,the speedratio we was ass-d

to be a first-ofiersnmld.quantity. Soluticmsto the differentialequa-
tIonscouldthenbe obtainedby ustngthe solutionsin hoveringas a
firstapproximationand then makingthe correctionsin accordancewith
the consistentprocedureused in this report,that 1s, neglectingterms
tier than the secondorder. The correctionin each case consisted
in the additionof a particularintegralof a non-homo~~ous linear
dinferential equation with constant coefficients. These additions were,
in all cases treated, found to be small in comparison with the corre-
sponding soltiim in hovering. (A @meral development In powers of
linger We but <1 tight also prove convergent.) Cases A, B, and C

of hovering were by this nwthod treated for low-speed traveling, with
the fOllowing results●

In caseA, the solutionwas foundto be of the form

where I and E were the solutions for case
J.

accordance

where F
n

then found

where An

with &atione (~) and (108), ~1

“ ?1

A in hovering.

lu%d,the fO?ml

was an arbitraryconstant. The expressionfor F2

to have the form

In

and Ant are constants which depend on Fn, given in germ%l

terms by equations (lk3a) end (143b) and for the numerical exemple by
equations (144). The physical significance of these results is that
four new natural freq~nc ies appear, obtained by addi~ and s tractIng
Q/2Y( to end from each of the two natural frequemies

(1+ %)& fi hover=.

r 2Ve
*
~ and

It can be seen that three -ofthe new freqwncies



will not be significantly clifferent from the hovering frequencies, but
that one new naturs2 frequency appesxs which is a~ro_~tely double
the rotational frequency O/2ti.The expressionfor p2 also shows

that the logarithmicdecremmts remainunchangedin the transitionfrom
hcverhg to traveling. Therefore the solution which indicated no damping

F
in hovering corresponding to the frequency 2q ~ still indicates a

e 2n

dangerof Instabilityin low-peed traveltng.

In caseB, the constraintconditionwas againassumedto be of the
fOrm

As In the prevlcus case, the solution for ~ was of the form

where T“
● and (122)

The angle

F++im
432

is the solution for case B in hovering. From equations (gg)

F2 was then found to be of the form—

T2=d (Pn+i)* + ~ ,“e(Pn-i)~

:Ane”n

and q are functions of

in general terms. For the

~~Fn am given by equations (154).

Fn given by equations(153a)

numricsl’e~le, ~Fn and

The expressionfor ~2 shows

that two new natural frequencies are added to the frequOncy 0.775$ for
21T

. hovering. These frequencies az% 1.775 ~ and 0.225Q,
2YT

neither of which

appears to present any particular danger of resonance. As In case A, the
sing remains the same as in hovering; that is, the logarithmic decre~nt
remains 1.282. This indicates satisfactory stability in the transition to
traveling.

h case C, the two kinematic constraints were also assumed as in
hovering, namlys
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Prweed@ as in the two previous oases, the soltiion for ~ was as-d
in the folau

T = TYl+ ve5.2

where al was the solution for case C in hovering, and was given by

2 P~?’f

The constant Bn i.Sarbitrary - pn is given by equation (131)in
gene*_ andby eq,uaticm(134)forthenumricalexemplecalculated.
Then I?32was seento havetheform T

-[

~2 = =1 %e
()&+i * ()

1

pn-i *
+ Ante

W~~ ~ end %* are #ven as functtons of B= by equation(I-6%)

m (165b)gSnetilY2 end by equati~ (166)for t~ n~ric~ e~le ●

The expressionfor *2
again showsthat two new naturalfrequencies

appeartn the transitionfrom hoveringto travelingand that these

can be obtainedby adding(al~braicelly)~ ~ to the hoveringnatural

frequency. For the numrical example treated (k = 0.7, v = 1), the

hovering frequency was 0.403 ~, and the two new frequencies in 10%
2fi

s~ed traveling are therefore 1.403 ~ and 0.597 & cycles per

second. The logarithmic decrement, as in cases A and B, remains the
same as in hOV8riw, namely 1c370 for case Cs Thus the systetiappears
this case to remain quite stable in the transitia from hovering to
traveling.

It will be observed that the
of the transition to traveling is
ca~es treated.

In regard to the reaction of
to the sIx&th
internal forces

effeet on the hovering oscillations
essenttelly the same for all the

the blade system ~ tk f-~e @
of the hx structure,
arisingfrom the effect

the a-&stion of etiernal and

in

.-

of e+ernal or internalconstraints

.

*

. .

.

.
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is of interest. The externsl constraint mommt caused by the fixation.
of the pitch angle was given by the static and &ynamic equations of the
8 component, Whereas the internal constraint momnts acting on the
linkages between the hinge -s were given by the Lagrangs multipliers
of the derivatives of the kinematic conditions. Simple pread~ust~nts
were inMcated between the angles 60, flo,and Co, by which the

steady+tate internal momnts csn be eliminated.

ti this paper the problems of vertical climbing, inclined travel
direction, large speed ratios, disturbing exbernal forx, and elastic
vibrations have not yet been discussed. These problems can be solved,
however, by the basic ge~tric, static, and dynaMc procedure presented
and by the introduction of the appropriate inflow velocities and inertia
forces.

Polytechnic Institute of BrooKLyn
Broold.yn,N. Y., May 5, 1946 ‘
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APEENDIXA

VELOCTl?YCOMKMENI!S IN PIANI!!@ CROSS SECTION OF BLADE

f

By tifinition of the blade engle or pitch angle ~, the line c1

of zero lift makes an angle of e with the line h, where h is pmpen-
dicular to the z-exis and to the blade center Mne r. Let Z,m, and n
denote the direction costnes of any line with zwspect to the x-, y-, and
z-axes, respectively. Then, from figure 2, the direction cosines of r
are:

Moreover, the direction
end is perpendicular to

Zr u Coa ~ COB ~

m=
r

1

-Cospsinc (Al)

%
=Sinp

COSiI18S Of line h, which lies in the xy-plane
the projection of r on that plane, are:

The direction C06iX10SOf Cl

c1 is perpendicular to r,

lh = -sin{
1

(A2)

cen now be determined as follows: Since

It follows from equation (Al) that

Also, since the angle between c1 and h Is 8, it follows from equa-

tion (A2) that

.

(A4)
.
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Moreover,
.

22 +ln/ 21
c1 1

+ Tlcl = (A5)

Equations (A3], (Ah), and (A5) can be solved for the three mknowns 2=,, me,,

end n . For example, %1
means ~ equations (Ah) and (A3).
a q~~tic ti 2=1. The results

-L J.

ncl can both be put in terms of 2 by
c1

Substitution into equation (A5) then gives
axe:

=-2c1 cosOsin~ksinpsine cofj {

1
.

mo~=- cos ~ cos e T sin p sin 13sin L (A6)

.
ncl ~~cOsBstie

. The lower alternative signs in parentheses, which really nmn replacing 0
by ~, must be rejected,because,as may be verifiedlater (cf.equa-
tion (lOa)for Lzc), they would givenegativelift in hovering. To

second+rder smallquantities,assumingin additionto relations(4) that e
is first ordersmall,that is

8 <<1

equation(A6)can be writtenas:

.

The O~tiS Vcl -

tion of n normal to c1

(A7)

2cl = -g+w

1~1==(--)
=-e

‘cl

Vn in the direction of c1 and in the direc-

snd r will be:
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J
All quantities b equation (A8) have already been obtained except the
directlm cosines of n. These cen be obtained by considering n as
the vector prduct of unit vectors

P
51 1 and ?’\r, inasmuch as n

is perpendicular to both c,. and r. Hbnce
J.

(A8)

From equations
found to be:

2n =mn
cl r - %nc~

m =n 2n c1 r - %zc~

1

(A9)

(Al), (A7), and (A9), tbs direction cosines of n are

Znla-p-ge 1
n ..- f!l+.t
n I

d
By ptiting equations (5), (A7), and (A1O) into
for Vcl and Vn given by equations (8a) and

(A1O)

eqwtion (A8), the expressions
(8b) in the text are

obtained.
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DEIEMDWTION OF LIE!TCOMPONENTS

If It is assumed that the circulation vector ~ lies along_the_
direction r of the centerline of theliLade,the vector product r x V
(equation (6)) can be written as fo~ows:

[(H = p~ i v+ )(-v& +Jvz2r - ‘#J + ‘@#r ]
- Vyzr (Bl)

Therefore, from equations(5) and (Al),the lift componentsper unit
length will be:

By
of

[ 3LX* = -pMk? (1 + ~ + w Sillw)~ + !J~C

L
L*=~rQ?u(y-Pcosv)
Y

[

LzS=&Qrl+q-

1

“g (A72+~+,)shj ‘B’)
i32+Kcoc3*+wl

substituting the expression (9b) for the magnitude of I’, equationE (10a~ “
the text are obtained.
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APPlmmx c

EXPRESSIONS FOR HINGE MOMENTS

The Momnt ~

The first term in equation (22%) for the moment ~ can be expressed

by the use of equation (8a) for Vcl and equation (18) for c. Thus,

where

()
2

‘A
(

=s2+2ave )Sinv+lle+i-legcosv
m

1
+ ~iJe2(l- Cos 2* + 2g sin 2*) +

to first-order small terms.

I?uttingequation (C2) into equation (Cl) and

J ()

1 ~_6 VC12 l+si+sia
ds—— =

3
+ {1 + ‘i)(We

S.J 1- Si QR

12 @+ ‘%N+“i2)
+&e (l- Cos 2* + 2! sin 2*) + !211Jlesin # -

4. —
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when higher powers of ‘i
than the first snd products of ‘i

~d smaller
.

quantities are neglected.
.

From equation (lOb), the second term in equation (22%), to first-
order smalJ.quantities, beccm?s:

J
R

f

R
f LZ* c dr = fxpf?

1
drr2c2(l+w sin ~)~ +w(13 cos Y+ e sin $-y)

ri
‘i (C4)

where

2 - z=
f- Cgc=

Substituting equation (18) for c, equation (C4), in the d-nsi.onle ss

()
variable s s fi, becoms:

.

J

R
f

s

~3ci2 lds~(s+~e ~[L=* c W = ffi~~ Sinv es + we(P Cos *

‘i ‘i
- s~

+f3sinQ-
1
$ . f ~p~3ct2

{

+@’+ s,) - we %(1+ SJ + .e~( + s,),

AMition of
of equation (22b)
in the teti.

}

- Cos 2*) (C5)

equations(C3) and (C5), together “withthe third term
yields the expressionfor Mti given

The Moment

By use of equations (lOb) and (18),
(q=tim (23)) for %1 can be written

quentities:

Wrl

the first term
as fOllows, to

by equation (30a)

in the expression
first-order small
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f

R
Lz%lr = - l@~4ci

s

‘d~- Sse + Q%J13 Cos * + 2e sin # - y) .

‘i ‘3
f——— [li-s

.

The integral in equation (c6) can be evaluated by means of the change
of variables

fi=u~ d-s=-a~du~ S=l-u’ .

and the resultSs given by equation (31a)of the text.

The Mommt Mzl

The mcxmmt Mzl as given by equation (28a) will be second order

Hence it is necesea
7

here to use terms of the second order.
F&a2;quations (lOa) and (14 , .

where A ~ ~cos~+6si,n~-7. Thue, by using equation (1.8), the
first term of equation (28a) for Mzl becomes:

1

+ ves2 M + We’ SN (c8)

where M and N arethe coefficients of w and w’, respectively, In
equation (C7). The inte~ of equation (c8) can be evaluated in the
sam way as that of equatIon (c6), and the result is given by equa-
t~cm (32a) fn the text.

.

.
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.
APPENDIX D

INCREMENTS IN ImT COMPONENTS DUE TO DAMPIIW

From equation (9a), the total circulation (i.e., including the
velocities B and ~) will-be

(
r= ficvn

where Vn 3s givenby equation(8b),

aueto b endt. This incremnt c=
(cf.equations(A8))

Vn =Zn AVx+~.

where,for exsn@e, AVx=Vxi+V..
. Xg

+ AT
)

(Dl)
n

end AVn is the increment in Vn

be obtained frcm the relation

AVY + nn AVZ (D2)

wus, by using equations (38), (39),

and (A1O), the e~ressbn for AVn ‘becomes:

which to secon&order W terms reduces to

(D3)

The totel circulation will therefore be

[
[ 1

r= ficske(l+q)+ w(B+g8)c08*+(e -13~)sin *-7 -e$- ; (D4)

L

From the Kutta40tiow~H relation (equation (Bl)), the direction
costies (eq,ua.tio-(Al)) of the line F, and ,thevelocity increments

(equatiom (38) end (39)), it is seen t~t the expressions (equations (B2))
for the lift components per unit length must be changed by the following
increments:
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J

The total lift components, for exnrple the x+omponents, may then be
written as fo3Jmws:

.

(D5)

(Lx Gps&r+

where r is given by equation(gb),

( )Ar) Rx + AKX (D6)

AI’ (seeequatim (D3)) by

(D7)

.

●

‘Lxt
Rx=_

Prcir

to be tabn from equation (B2). By neglecting cross products of demplng
terms, the additional lift components can, according to equation (D6),
be written in the form

(D8)

Thus, by the use of equations (B!?),(D7), (9b), and (V), eqution (D8)
leads to the results given byequatione (kla), (Mb),end (41c)tithe
text.

.

.
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APPENDIX E

INCREMENT ABOUZ BLADE AXIS

TIM followlng relationsfollowreadilyfrom figure6, where the
velocities(includingbe in the vectordiagram)shownare those of the
relativewind:

- 6s ao, += VC12- 2Vm1~sao “v = Vcl

m )bs a. s
c1

)’26Sao
-— ads

v
c1

= * a. ~ VC1265+?)s’s
M

O~vc~J’’dss(-&), .
...1=2fia

Therefore

J-

f

-s
c.c —

i l-si’
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The integration gives
.
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APPENDIX F

AVC1

(cf.

nAMPINMoMENr INCREMENI!S

Increm3nt in

W order to eveluate the first term

99 ‘

ABOUI!HINGE Ams

’32

of equation (46),the increment
must first be determined. This can be easily obtained from

equation (A8))

AT =1cl AVX + mcl AVY + n AVZ
% c1

(Fl)

The direction cosines Zc , mc ,>
1 1

end ncl are given by equation (A?),

smd the velocities AVX, and so forth we given by the addition of equa-

tions (38) end (39). %S,
quantities

it is found that up to first-order small

(Since CM is already first order small, it
ac

to only first orders in order to determine the
up to second-ordersmallquantities.)

(F2)

suffices to obtain AV
c1

first term of equation (46)

By using equation (&) for V and equation (18) for c it
c1

seen that to first-order small terms

J

R 1
dr c% AVc1 cl=-

~~3ci2 ~

1
(ds ~ S2 + awe sin ~)

‘i ‘i
li-s

=- “( J*(l+@e sin*)$2%3C12 : 1 + s

to first powers of Si.

I

is

(F3)

.—

Frcm equations (18) and (41c) the second term of equation (46) is
seen to be:
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s.

R

!{

f?’ )&c2r2 k l+q+w~cosv+usin$LZCC d??= - fip 1(

‘1 ‘i
-1

.

.

j)+~2e+p(t3c08 *+e8in!f-7

._”:2R3ci2$;ds(=)~ s2+#As+:Ds

),

+2Les2
s-l

where, temporarily, the following
the integration variable s (or

(F4)

abbreviationsfor terms,not contatning
r), havebeen introduced:

(Zy) “
,

The integral in equation (Fk) can be easily evaluated,

(F6)

The third term of equation (~), with the mibstitution of equa-
tion (8a)for Vcl and equation(18)for c is:

The intqpd. in equation
change of variablee

as in equation (F5).

(F7) can be evaluated by means of the
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. 1 -s .U, U=-au, 13.1-u, Ui=l=si

Thus, .

.

J’
R ●

1

~3/2
i Vc J & = :SZ%2CL3 ‘i(l+A-u)m dll

‘i 1 0 ‘i

ML

(I@)

s

.(F9)

*
By putt@ equatiom (F3), (F6), h (F9) Into equation (~), the resfit fm
the damping moment ~ (49) of the text is obtained.as given by equation

‘-- ‘-nt ~yl

Futting equation(hlc) intoequation(47)
moment

5
~ to be:

shows the expression for the

“-i

where A and D are given by equations (F5). The integralsin gqmtion (F1O)
can be evaluatedby mans of the changeof variables(equation(F8)), with
the results:



.
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.

The use in equation (F1O) of these values leads to the expression (equa-
tion (50)) for the damping monant N4~1 given in the texi.

Dsmping Momnt M-,
ZIA

According to equaticm (~),

From the expressions for myt (equation (klb) mid fbr c

the first term of equation (F1l.)is seen to be

(ml)

(equation (18) )

.

.

.

(F12)

With the precedingvaluesof the titegrals,equation(F12)becoms:

From the expression (equation (44)) for ADyt, the second term of
equation (Fll) is seen to be

.

.

(F14
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where ,D is given by equation (F5). Stistltutlng equation (18) for C~
. integrals similar to those in equation (F12) appesr, and the result is:

By ting equations (F13)and (F15),the eqression (equation(51))for the
-ing moment mzl is obta~do

t
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APPENDIX G

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF BLADE

General Assumptions

.

SYSI’EM

The following is a summary of the data assunmd in this report for the
purpose of numsrica.1calculation:

w = 4000lb

R = 25 ft

n= 20 radians/eec

‘i
‘i

== =0.2

%— = Constant along span*of blade = -
c i
n E 4 bl~es

$ ~ 0.0025

a = 0.020
P

Cil’
—=-
R 6

Mom9ntsof Inertia

Becausethe pitch angle, with the foregoing data, till be quite small
(9C = 0.0306, equation (103))it willbe sufficientlyaccurate,for the

p-o-s of c~c~at= t~ ~nts of *rtiaS to neglectthe rotation
of axes

In

due to the angle 0.

general, for a blade,

()11 = ~= = ‘~c%b~ 12(. I*) =f2tb3c (Gl)

where ~ and f2 are constants, which for a solid CWk Y section have

the values

9

-.

.

‘1 = o.04~8, fp = 0.0454
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I?romequation (Gl),

()12 f’2t2
—a—- =

11 ‘1 c

Neglect, for simplicity, of 12

0.0454 ~2

()‘x 80.0418

in comparison

= 0.017

105

(G2)

with 12 will therefore
.-

be @tified. Similarly, mozwover, in accordance with the definitions in
equations (61), the moment of inertia

%
may be neglected in comparison

with Iz~. It follows then, because for an airfoil section such as

Clark Y,
11 - 12s

will be practically the sau13,that

Therefore, with the notations in equations (61-),

(G3)

The nwnericelvslue of ~ can~ readily d.eterminedby using equation (Gl).
Thus

if

R
?=

‘lJ’:c4&=8@~Q2c:l; ‘R-r’2&

‘fc%#r=r
1

‘i

=: “f’(?- %)

The value of ~, by definition, will be

.

where the cross+ectionsl

J
R

%3= Ar’ &

‘i

area A may be given by

A =ftc
3

(G5)

(G6)

.
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andf s is a mnstant, which for a solid Clark Y section has the value

f3 s 0.725

Hence

(G7)

.

.

—

9

●

From eqwtimm (Gk) and (G7),

Therefore 7

Ci
3

2s
J( ) ()

13
= 24 X 0.0418 X 0.6 X ~ = 0.00386 (G8)

F

My be considered negligiblein

Fran equation(G7),i.tfollowsthat

“c =f (1- ‘i)rH-=-i .

()=7961 -- si TH

The valw of S is, by definition,

comparison with
%“

(1- “i)%

(w)

(G1O)

.
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Putting equation (G6) into equation (G1O) shows the vslue of ?! to be:

Comparison of equations (G7) end (Gil) shows tht

%Z=? (G12)

Thus all the relations h equations (77) of the text have been derived.

.
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APPENDIX H

EXPIJC~ DERIVATION OF OSCIIJATIONS IN CASE C

By ptiting equation (126)intoequations(97a),(9~), *
the expressionsfor the F*q, h accordance with the definitions
(equat~on (I-28)),axe foumi to bs the following:

where

‘lb =P~+EP-J, PM =-p2~c~z8

(97C),

(In)
.

.

—
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log

Equation (130b) therefore becomes:

or, rearranging in tpowers of p and dividing through by ~, gives

(H2)

Equation (H2) is equivalent to equation (131) of the text, when

,~+%%) ~ has been takn as negligible in comparison with

$’+ .’). ‘
Equation (H2) is most easily handled by using numericsl vslues

immediately. With the numrical data consistently.assumxl in this report
(see appmdix G) snd with the use of ~quations (77), the following values
are obtained, in accord.snoewith the abbreviations in equation (131):
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>

-=++$j(+’c-.)+q
n%= 315

4
R ‘i 32=flg ——

( )
1.1x0.0045A-0.020-; X 0.0301

q 315

= 3.14X 0.0025X 796 X 0.8 X ~ (o.ook9~k- 0.032)

s o.oo252k- 0.0163

0.0025=-3.14x — 1P x 796 x 0.8 x 0.00165= - 0.00069

E
—= 3.14X 0.0025x 796 X 0.8 x$x$
r= 12

X 2.55 = 0.00168

796xo.8x~
-gx o.1~- 0.00386= 0.00656

i = 3“’4x ‘*W5 x ‘2

.

E 32
, ()~~~+$e

= 3.14x 0.0025x 796 x 0.8 x ~ x 1.075= 0.548
315

E (
l+si+qe)f~ 1.3

~ =3.14x0.0025x796 x0.8x— x 0.15 x ~ = 0.0136
q 12 12

Substitutionof ths foregoingnumericalvaluesintoeqnt ion (H2),the
che.ngingof all signsthsre,and neglectof the qusntfty

6+2’’eck)

in Comparisonwith - (’2+ ~’) leadeto the following .

equation:



.
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4

P’(L2 + w? + P(O.00’5’W - 0.o.631L + 0.00069LL - o.~168
.

+ 0.598X2-0.0136x)

+ (0.00656+ l.lx’+ o.111’- 0.56CW)= o

This equation is equivalent to equation (132) of.the text.

(H3)
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(a) Thee-dimensional
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Figure 1.- Blade position.

l-v Cos y Cos WI
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Figure 2.- Components of travelingvelocity v,
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‘1 Lz’ Zero -lift line

/

dm = uAdr
.-

e H,
4

Vfi

-x
ri COS ~

(a) Front view.
Fi&e 4.- Crosssection of blade.
dMcg = d~c + Lz’dr (tcg - LaC).

~ Figurei 3.- Centrifugal force
1 blade and axes Xl,Yl,21
! about hinges.

(b) Plan,view.
w

element on
ofmoments

Figure 5.- Lever [r( g - Cl)] of Centrtiugalforce

r([-!l)
element —

r =&r or (!-!l)*C:= C?*
.
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Figure 6.- Element dFs, of damping moment due to 6~,
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